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?II QUEJ;.R1el
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Sex* But Were
Afraid to Ask, Dr. David R. Reubin, 1969

II .

Studies in the Psychology ofSex; chapter 1,
page 1, Havelock Ellis • 1901

While there is some
advantage in having a
terminology which
distinguishes
homosexual
relationships which
occur between females
from those which occur
between males, there is
a distinct disadvantage
in using a terminology
which suggests that
there are fundamental
differences between the
homosexual responses
and activities of females
and males.
Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, Chapter
11, page 446 • Alfred Kinsey, 1953

Lesbians are
handicapped by
having only half the
pieces in the
anatomical jigsaw
puzzle ...
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Sex* But
Were Afraid to Ask, Dr. David R. Reubin, 1969

?II

."Y I've been avoid this. Butican'tstanditanymore.
It's crept its way into practically every gay
newspaper and magazine - and even a few
"mainstream" publications - in the country.
Already I've cancelled one subscription because of
it, and I'm well on my way to nixing another; all
because of the rampantly increasing use of that
awful word queer.
Previously, mostly because of cowardice, I was
loathe to criticize this ill-chosen synonym because I
feared the juggernaut of politically correct protest
that would engulf me. With the exception of one
anonymous quote printed in The New York Times
several months ago, I have not read or even heard a
single piece of criticism regarding it. Doubtless the
self-appointed guardians of radicalness have cowed
any dissenting voices into utter and complete
submission; except that is, for this one. I fear not the
p.c. police.
In the Times piece, a gay man asks the question:
"Can you imagine a black organization called
[excuse the profanity] ' Nigger Nation'? I hope not.
Similarly, I can't envision Hispanic newspapers
referring to its community members as "spies," or
Italians publicly calling one another "wops." Yet,
when we use the word "queer" in place of gay, we
dothesamething,don'twe?Or is "queer" somehow
different and therefore acceptable? If it is, I don't
see it.
Proponents of "queer" say it's different because
it has the virtue of encompassing several groups;
gays (meaning gay men), lesbians, bisexuals,
transsexuals, transvestites, etc. It's an all-purpose
word, the argument goes. I'm not totally
unsympathetic to this. There's something
impersonal and even unreal about speaking of
"gay, lesbian, and bisexual" rights rather than simply
of "queer" rights. It is difficult to communicate our

continued on page 4
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GAY-BASIDNG ON
FREE STREET

On Friday, February 21, 1992, thirty-two
year-old Benjamin Kowalsky of Portland was
attacked by three men as he walked alone on
Fore Street around 5:00 a.m. The attackers
pelted Mr. Kowalsky with stones, threw him
to the ground and kicked him in the face and
groin. The attackers shouted anti-gay names
and threats throughout the attack. Mr.
Kowalsky was treated for serious facial
injuries and other bodily cuts and bruises. The
attackers have not yet been caught.
According to Mr. Kowalsky, who has
AIDS, he was unable to go back to sleep after
awakening early that Friday morning.
However, because he was feeling physically fit
enough to do so, he decided to take a walk
from his Eastern Promenade apartmen.t to the
Old Port area of Portland. While walking on
Free Street, Mr. Kowalsky was made the
target of stone-throwing by his assailants. He
tried to evade the three attackers, but they
finally cornered him in the vicinity of Milk
Street and brutally beat him by kicking him in
his face and groin. He thought that the attack
was over when the attackers appeared to be
leaving. However, when they saw Mr.
Kowalsky struggling to get up, they came back
and beat him for a second time.
Mr. Kowalsky reported the attack to the
Portland Police Department and informed the
Department of the bias aspect of the attack.
He described his assailants "skinheads."
continued on page" 3
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"Straight acting" & tired of being alone?
The answer is simple.~.

PERSONALS
SWL • Can't stand the beach. So-so
looks, company not much better. I like
rowdy nights spent driving around on
frozen lakes . Caution? Who , ME? If
you' re insincere and bored, gimme a call.
SWG • Looking for a lover that's as queer
as a three-dollar bill and looks it! Fats,
Fems, limp-wrists and any other gross .
stereotyping welcomed. I'm looking for a
lifetime
committment. . . hobbies:
abstinence and funky furniture of the
70s. Let's let the world know that we are
in love!
Personal Ads!
They are the
hieroglyphics of this century. Open just
about any newspaper, tabloid, or weekly
and you'll find at least a handful - if not
several pc:1.ges of pleas for love, friendship,
sex, you name it, penned in a strange
language of abbreviations, initials, and
code words. Strange publications with
names like, "Dating Scene" litter the exits
of grocery stores.
Some ads are funny, others just give
the facts . Almost everyone is attractive,
good-natured, upwardly mobile,
sensitive, sincere, and loves kids and pets
- despite the parade of humanity we see
all around us everyday.
Personal ads run by lesbians read
like Emily Dickinson wrote them.

Women tend to . speak in terms of
scene" ''straightactingbuttiredofbeing
relationships . ·
· ·
alone" "straight acting" "please be
Their personals , . . . . 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • I I straight i;lcting - with
are global and farfeelings". Thirty to forty
reaching. Quiet
I don't look queer or act percentofthemalegayads
evenings, talking,
queer but J desperately tossed in this offensive
s h a r i n g ,
want a man in my life who demand although 100% of
the male gay ads were
s n u g g 1 i n g,
also wastes the ma1· ority of d e f mi
. ·te1y gay men w h o
intimacy, and no
head games are
his energy 'trying to were looking for gay
phrases
that
constantly prove that[ he partners.
recycle happily
doesn't look queer or act
This
internalized
fromadtoad. The
que er. That's healthy. homophobia isdemeaning
ads
are
so
a personal level,
T h at'snotgaypn.d e. T h at, s on
·
rel at i O n ship
o ffensive on a commumty
oriented that you
gay prejudice.
level, and offers constant
mayhavetocheck
ammunition for those
twice to see that
looking to attack the
you are actually
lesbian
and
gay
on a date - and not up for adoption.
community. Gay pride? Right! I don't
There is .a growing trend in gay
look queer or act queer but I desperately
personals to be more relationship
want a man in my life who also wastes
oriented, but more often that not, they
the majority of his energy trying to
constantly prove that he doesn't look
skip that stuff and get right down to sex,
measurements, inches, activities, and
queeroractqueer. That'shealthy. That's
often give the impression that the person
not gay pride. That's gay prejudice. And
it's coming from our side - friendly fire.
does not wish to be tied down (at least
Our Paper would like to see this
emotionally) after one date.
There is, however, a serious problem
trend come to an end. We ask our readers
within the gay community - the
to take a moment when they fill out their
homophobic crutch phrases "straight
personal ads to remove and replace this
acting" or "straight appearing" . A quick
relic. Who knows, if you finally let go of
scan of a handful of personals revealed
the need to be straight acting, you may
phrases like, "not into the gay social
find that you are no longer alone.
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I
Herbal Remedies
I
,iet'a Bota,,,<.'~
made with Wildcrafted and
I ~ ~ , r Certified Organic Herbs from our Gardens I
I L
·
I
Mail order catalog $2.00
I
Trad!tional Uses of Herbal Formulatio~s $3.25 1
I
· Tinctures, teas, salves, herbs for arumals I
I
Herb walk and class sched ule
I
available upon request.
I Avena Hotanica ls
·
.
I
I P.O. '3ox 365
Deb Soule I
West Rockpon, Maine 04865
·
Her b.a list I
I 207-594-0694
.
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Copyright Information
No part of Our Paper may
be duplicated or reproduced in
any manner without direct
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from Our Paper.
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To run a display ad in
Our Paper, simply
c:ontact us by phone:
(207) 761-0733
or write to:

1·101 itmxa1
P.O. Box 737,
l'ortland, ME 04104

''PORTLAND'S BEST BREAKFAST"
- CBW 1991 READER'S POLL
ST·PORTLAND

2 ·.

.

P.O. Box 737
Portland, ME 04104
(207) 761-0733

Purpose
TOur Paper is published monthly
by a dedicated group of unpaid
volunteers. Our purpose is to offer a
voice for Lesbians and Gay men
throughout Maine. Our Paper is
dedicated to increasing awareness
of gay and lesbian issues, offering
support and affirmation as a
community resource, and celebrating
diversity within our communities.

Editorial Policy
Jlt,,,,We will consider for publication
any material that broadens our
understandin,g of our lifestyles and
of each other. Views and opinions
appearing are those of the authors
only. We will not endorse any
candidacies for public office,
however, we wi ll educate our
readership to all political opinions.
Editorials appearing in Our Paper
represent the opinion of the
Collective's Editorial Board as a
whole.
SUBMISSIONS POLICY
We request that all material
submitted for publication be signed
and include an address and I or phone
number for verification.
We reserve the-right to edit
m a te ri a l as n ecessary, u n less
otherwise instructed. Within the
pages of Our Paper articles may
appear anonymously upon request.
Strict confidentiality will be
observed.
We welcome and encourage ou r
readers to submit material for
publication and to share comments,
criticisms,and positive feelings with
us. Remember, Our P(,1per is Your

Paper.

Subscriptions
" ubscriptions are $12 for on ,
I L'ar, $20 for two vears, ,md S.~,
tlir three years. - Please mak ,
checks payable to: Our Paper

9 009J
i~-for 1J;e 5~1..'f'"'

:our.Paper

Ad copy must be received by the
15th of the month to be included in
the following month's iss_u e.
Camera-ready ads may arrive by
the 20th. Call Ad Coordinator to
reserve space. Ads must be prepaid, typesetting services are
available for an additional fee.
Thank You. -

THE VOLUNTEERS
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Karen Emerson
Tim Grover
Holly Valero
Managing Editor:
Tim Grover
Manager
Tim Grover
Features Editor
Tim Grover & Holly Valero
Financial Coordinator:
Karen Emerson
Layout Coordinator:
Holly Valero
Lesbigay Network & Meetings:
Clif Lund-Rollins
News Editor
Paul Lavin
Circulation & Distribution/Bulk Mail:
Lee Norton
Proofreader:
Ed Thom son
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Letters to Our Paper &
An Open Letter to the community

Gayzette

To the Lesbian and Gay Community:
When in the past Portland Pride
committee members have decided not to
present a march because of lack of
staffing, community interest, or money,
varioussegmentsof our community have
come forward to express concern that a
demonstration of some kind occur.
Similar to many communities, little real
support materializes for a Pride
Celebration until just prior to the day of
the event. Although, in Portland we
have never lacked enthusiastic
participants or, ultimately, been without
the support of local business or
organizations. In anticipation of the
usual scenario, I have initiated
preliminary steps for this year's Pride
celebration. The permit has been
requested and to make that request, the
date has been tentatively set.
· If done well, this is a unique
opportunity for all segments of our
diverse community and the friends of
our community to share a common public
expression of unity and to present a
positive view into the strength of our
lives. It is encouraging that traditional
participants of the parade have already
expressed interest and shared ideas, but
the groundwork for a worthwhile event
remains to be done. Prior to getting
carried away with great plans that won't
be realized , the current committee
members are inviting the input, whether
volunteer or comment, of any interested

Where is
Our Paper?
Everywhere!
Statewide:
Every Bookland

Bangor:
Pro Libris Books
Lippincott Books

persons or groups. Plans to have or not
to have a Lesbian and Gay Pride event
and when will be finalized by mid-April,
so the time to speak up is now.
I may be reached at P.O. Box 861,
Scarborough or by phone at 883-6934.
Michael Rossetti

Dear Our Paper:
Just wanted you to know how
disappointed I was not to make it to the
Contra-Dance tonight (due to the snowy
weather- I live quite far from Portland);
I had been looking forward to this for
many weeks! It is such a rare opportunity
to go to a Lesbi~n AND Gay ContraDance (I know they have them up North,
but rare! y if ever here in Southern Maine),
and have the opportunity to socialize
with all of our community together. I
hope you will try this again - I have
many friends who were equally
disappointed about missing this dance,
and would love to have another chance.
Enclosed is a contribution of $10 from
myself and my partner for your Mac.
And by the way, I truly appreciate Holly
Valera's column. She is an excellent
writer, and never fails to bring a smile to
my face . Keep up the good work.
-T.P.

(Ed. No te: see Maine Gayzette for
Contra Dance upda te)

Dear Our Paper:
This letter appeared in the Kennebec
Journal:
To the Editor:
Fay Zuckerman's TV column (KJ, 1/15)
announced a program about gay bashing.
The headline was, "Gay bashing tonights'
topic on ' Quantum'". Since the KJ very
kindly and wisely favored passage of the
bill giving civil rights to gays, and
certainly no one, absolutely no one, is in
favor of gay bashing (so who is it who
does it?), I wish the KJ would take every
opportunity to educate these people who
do not bash gays.
I wish every article pertaining toga ys
would start or end with three statements:
• Ten percentofpeoplearegayor lesbian.
• One family in four has a gay or lesbian
member.
•The 25 million gays and lesbians have
each two parents. That means that there
are 50 million parents.
Gays are born to be gay. Just as boy
babies are born to become men, so also
are gay baby boys born to become gay
men.
The only thing anyone can do about
it is to pretend that it is not so, live a lie,
wreck one's own life, and quite often
many others.
The tragedy of the lives wasted when
a man or woman does not dare to go into
continued on page 15
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Boothbay Harbor:
Enchantments
O' Henry's
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Steams

Drop Me A Line Card Shop
Videoport
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters
Woodford 's Cafe
The Goodday Market
University of Southern Maine
Portland Public Library
Portland Greengrocer
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ARE YOU TIRED OF THE HATRED?

ABSOLUTELY
QUEER
ARE YOU PROUD OF WHO YOU ARE?

STOP THE BASHINGS.

VIGIL & MARCH
andlelight vigil begins at Monument Square with a mare
hrough the Old Port and then to City Hall for a rally and
peakout.

INFO:
OUEER

NATION
828 4024

Waterville:

The Left Banque - Blue Hill
Bowdoin College - Brunswick
Northern Lambda Nord - Caribou
The Brewster Inn - Dexter
Bates College -Lewiston
University of Maine - Orono / Fort
Kent / Farmington
New Leaf Books - Rockland

·+ l

ell Mayor 'Tom Allen that we're tired of gay-bashing and
e demand protection. THURSDAY MARCH 5 AT 6:00PM.

Portland:

Railroad Square Cafe
Railroad Square Cinema
Colby College

Skinheads are generally young white working
class men who adhere to white supremist,
neo-Nazi political beliefs. The movement
originated in the United Kingdom in the
poorer working class neighborhoods where
Skinheads perceived themselves to be
threatened by the influx of ethnic im~igrants
into their neighborhoods. The movement
caught on here in the United States. Sergeant
Mark Dion of the Portland Police
Department and head of the Hate Crimes
Unit said that Skinheads have been
responsible for many of the hate-based
incidents that have been reported to his office.
The attack on Mr. Kowalsky is the 29th case
involving gay-bashing or gay-baiting that
Sergeant Dion has investigated since the unit
was established in 1990. Many more incidents
are never reported to the police. The Portland
Police are looking for Mr. Kowalsky's
attackers based on his descriptions of them.
All three major Portland-area television
stations covered the story in their nightly news
programs on the night of the attack, calling
the incident a gay-bashing. However, the
Saturday edition of the Portland Press Herald
only featured a short account of the attack
and did not mention the anti-gay nature of the
attack even through that information was
available to the Press Herald.
Mr. Kowalsky, who moved to Portland in
October of 1991 to be nearer to his family, is
recovering from the incident. When asked
how he thought his case was being handled by
the Portland Police Department, he said that
the police were being supportive and had
been in contact with him several times to
follow up on the incident.

FoR OuR CoM.MUNITY

LEGAL SERVICES

MILES

D.

•

Domestic Partnership Agreements and Dissolutions

•

Wills, Living Wills, Powers of Attorney

•

Real Estate

•

FamilyLaw

•

Civil and Criminal Trials

BRENDA M. BUCHANAN

FRIEDEN

Attorneys at Law

Subscribe to Our Paper for $12 year[
and receive your copy in the mail!

-·
772 6810

OUT IS IN!

?

•

P.O. Box 331 .
Searsport, !l,fainc. 0497 4
207-548-6689
Appoinunl!nt:i Arr.ingi:d Stat\!~·id.:
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aspirations to others when the
phraseology we use approaches such an
absurd
degree of unwieldiness. Simpler
Maine has a Hate Crimes Act which increases
terms
are
indeed much less pretentious
the penalties for certain crimes that are
motivated by bias towards particular groups of and much more comprehensible. But
"queer" is no solution.
people, including gay men and lesbians.
Others believe that a parallel can be
Channel 6 and Channel 8 covered the
story in their nightly · news programs, calling found in the pink triangle; take back a
the incident a gay-bashing. However, the symbol that has been used to oppress us
and transforming it into a source of pride
Saturday edition of the Portland Press Herald,
and power. For most who use it, though,
while reporting the attack, did not mention
I expect that "queer" is appealing because
the anti-gay nature of the attack.
of its sheer shock value. It's a way of
telling others that we know they think
there's something wrong with us, but we
ACT-UP COMMERCIAL
don't care; it's the ultimate in "in-yourAIRS ON CHANNEL 6
face" politics.
Assuming that making people angry
for the sake of it is a good thing, there is,
Just before President Bush gave his State
however, still another, greater danger.
of the Union address on January 28th, ACT
UP /Portland got a few words in and got its . Adopting new labels for ourselves is all
right, so long as we don't do so very
message across to the people of southern
often. It took a great many years before
Maine and New Hampshire. The group aired
we were able to convince each other and
a commercial on WSCH-TV which showed a
"the mainstream" to call us, rather than
gay couple, a lesbian couple, and an
by "homosexual," by the much less
interracial heterosexual couple, each about to
clinical and much more human term
kiss. The narrater pointed out how none of
''. gay." Should we be so foolish as to
the presidential candidates has developed a
program for fighting AIDS and stated that .attempt it, it would take many more years
homophobic, racist, and sexist attitudes foster
to change the lexicon once again. And for
the spread of AIDS.
what?"
Dennis Lyones of ACT UP /Portland said
It would seem to be a truism that the
that the ad was put together to get voters
rest of America will have no idea how to
thinking about the AIDS epidemic . and the
think and talk about us if we don' t first
positions of the presidential candidates
develop some kind of consensus about
regarding it.
how we shall think and talk about
The ad was originally to run on WMURourselves. If I refer to myself as gay, but
TV in Manchester, New Hampshire, but was
pulled by the station's General Manager,
Larry Gilpin. He said that the "sexuallyexplicit, attention-getting visual was
unacceptable."
Lew Colby, General Manager at WSCHTV in Portland, considered the possibility that
Obituaries
some viewers may be shocked by the ad. But
free speech won out over bigotry. "We know
RUTHS. BRANDWEIN
that the shots of the males kissing and the
interracial couple are going to raise some
• ,Ruth S. Brandwein, 60, of
eyebrows," he said. "But considering the
Waterville,
who served as President of
overall message of the spot, we're willing to
Sterns Department Store from 1985 to
accept the shock value."
1989, died Sunday morning, January 26,
1992 at a local hospital.
An Elm City native born September
28, 193, daughter of George H. and
LOCAL COUNTRY BOY
Florence (Shapiro) Sterns, she attended
GOES NATIONAL
Boston University and then worked at
Sterns.
Twenty-one year-old Joe Nadeau of Bangor
After the sale of the family business
was one of six gay men and lesbia.ns featured
in 1989, she served as a volunteer at
in an article entitled "Homespun Homos:
Waterville, Mid-Maine Medical Center
Rural Lesbians and Gay Men at Home in the
as a member of the Center's Auxiliary.
American Hinterlands" in the Febru.ary 25th
She later was a volunteer Buddy of
issue of the Advocate, a national gay and
Eric J. Clifford of Augusta, for
lesbian magazine. Nadeau is satisfied with a
Merrymeeting,AIDS Support Services of
small-town environment and doesn't yearn for
Brunswick, continuing in that capacity
the fast pace of Megapolis. "I don't think I
even while she.herself was hospitalized.
could ever live in a big city. I'm basically a
She is survived by a daughter, a son,
country boy at heart. The ultimate goal for
her mother, two grandchildren, a stepany gay person living in a small town is to be
grandson, and her buddy partner Eric J.
out. What more could you want than freedom
Clifford.
· ·
to be yourself? And the more of us that are
A memorial $eryice wa$ held at 11
out, the more freedom we will have."
· a.m. on Monday; January '1.7, 1992 at
Colby College's Lorimer Chapel.
Ruth S. Brandwein did a great service
to
the
AIDS community by giving so
ANNUAL WOMEN'S
much of herself to a person with HIV
HISTORY MONTH
during the last fifteen months of her life.
BANQUET
She is and always will besadlymissed
by all whom knew and loved her.
·
Donations may be made to the
The 4th Annual Women's History Month
Waterville Area Humane Society, ·
Banquet will be held Friday, March 6, at 5:00
Drummond Avenue, Waterville, Maine
p.m. at the Homestead Bakery in Farmington.
04901 .
Kristina Passman, professor of Classical

continued next page
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someone else calls himself queer -or
chant "black power" first rang out in the
even calls me queer - what are people
land some twenty-five years ago. It, too,
supposed to read from that? It wouldn' t
had many positive connotations; it was a
troiuble me so much to be called "queer"
simple message that really seemed to
if I believed that were
empower people. But it
the term we had finally
was nevertheless deeply
troubling to many black
settled on. But I know I expect that u queer"
it is not; next week
civilrightsleadersofthat
there's an even change is appealing because
era - especially to the
that yet another label of its sheer shock
leader, Martin Luther
willbecomealltherage. value. It's a way of
King, Jr. He would say
This consensus I'm
that if by black power
taking about may at telling others that we
they mean strength
first appear quibbling know they think
through community, he
and trivial, but it's
h
,
h.
was for it. But he was
actually very crucial if t ere s somet Ing
concerned that "black
we are to have a wrong with us, but
power
might b e
meaningful dialogue · we don't care; it's the
sending another, far less
about our rights as
l .
. u•
helpful message; a
Americans. Though it U hmate In In-yourstartling, threatening
won't be sufficient to face" politics.
message that could only
gainusthefreedomwe
alienate and inflame
seek, it is certainly
white America. Martin
necessary , because .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,- Luther King was so right
without this most simple agreement, we
about so many things. Could he hav e
can hardly move at all.
been so wrong about that?
What harm does "queer" do? A great
The case of gay people using the
deal. It tells both ourselves and
word "queer" is worse than most of the
heterosexuals that we are so
self-deprecatingandself-defeatingterms
fundamentally different from them that
used by other minorities, because many
they couldn't possibly understand who
gaypeoplearenotcompletelyconvinced
weareandwhatwe'reabout.ltreinforces
that the stereotypes about us are
the already all-pervasive notion that gay
nonsense. Certainly those of us who are
people lead lives that are totally unlike
just coming out don' t know they' re
nonsense. They are frightened enough
those lead by straight people. That can
only. harm us.
about "gay" people. Think about how
frightened they must be about people
"Queer" reminds me of when the

....1•••••••••••-
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AMILY
PRACTICE

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.

--------------------------------RARE PLANTS
EASTERN PLANT
SPECIAL TIES
(jrown in Afaine

,

Adult I Pediatric Medicine
Office Gynecology
Manipulation
Preventative Medicine

,/
,/
,/
,/

Rare Trees, Shrubs
Groundcovers
Perennials, Rhodos
Landscaping And
Design

WRITE for our CATALOG filled with information Only $2
ph 37 1- 2888
Mention this ad when writing: get !0% off 1st purchase
Box 226F GEORGETOWN , ME 04548

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322
Portland, Maine

We are located in a beau ciful
scenic spar on che coasc & are
open b)- Jppoincmenc scJrcing
in Apnl.
It's wore/, che mj,!

871-1300

TIRED OF THE

SAME OL' SAME OL'1
Then say "So Long"to the winter blahs. Grab a friend
and celebrate the coming of spring by trying one of the
delicious new specialties on our improved dinner menu.
And we promise potted ham isn't one of them! Lunch is
served daily from 11 and dinner service begins at 5.
1,,0 '7-D

1kC~
(..,t:f,.,
15 Exchange Street Portland, Maine 04101 (207)871,9258
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by Alan Stearns

Erica Rand at Bates College recently
appealed to students and campus groups
to start a monthly colun:n titled Queer: on
the Quads." For months I had been mulling
over a similar idea, rec'ognhing a
lack
of formal
·disappointing
communication and. sparing between
Maine's man y gay s tudent groups,
potluck circles, and disco bunny cliques.
Remembering how Edna Mae Levasseur
used to be Passadumke~g's com'm unity
correspondent to the Penobscot Times, I
decided I'd be community correspondent
to Our Paper for the University of Maine
School of Law's Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Law Caucus.
The Caucus received some
wonderful a ttention at the MLGPA's
annual dinner where we were presented
with an award recognizing our efforts
opposing the School of Law's w,illingess
to a Ilow branches of the military to recruit
straight law stud ents, despite various
faculty and trustee policies and initiatives
that make the schoo l appear
unconditionally gay supportive. The man
presenting the award read a wonderful
account of our more visible and
courageous efforts, and afterward people
came up to congratulate and support us.

We left the MLGPA dinner with our
egos bolstered, yet I didn't feel quite
comfortablewiththeimpeccablecrusader
status we had obtained. I wanted to write·
a column like this to expand on the many
internal and external issues our group
faces, and als0 to encourage other student
groups the opportunity to share their
activities to a state-wide audience, as
ours were shared in Augusta.
The Law School has about 270
students, who, after spending three years
cloistered in a round building, tend to all ·
get to know each other at some level. It's
a·Jso an older student body, with an
· average entering age of 27 years. The
student body is not overly conservative
politically, but law students are intensely
conserva tive in that they have had
amazing capacity to accept a highly
structured system of schooli ng in
anticipation of a highly structured career.
Law students generally don't like to rock
the boat, floral ties are considered daring,
and those with propensities to mouth off
in class are soon quieted.
In this context, the Caucus comes
across as pretty radical, even though our
activities are passive compared to
memories of campus activism in my
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undergr.aduate days. \-Yith the military
issue, we often find ourselves dancing a
fine line.between aggressively pressing a
point and alienating ourselves from our
classmates and p.rofessors.This semester
we are layil}g)ow on the milit;uy issue
after perceiving that the average student
is fed up with our assertiveness.
Fortunately, however, we may have
stirred up the faculty .enough so that the
issue will continue to move behind the
scenes without a need for more student
rallying.
As a group we don' torganize support
sessions or social events, largely because
of the school's small size. The military
issue is not our only activity, however.
Our other activities include visiting
speakers on gay legal issues, AIDS
education sessions, letter writing
campaigns, and visible positive
statements on National Coming Out Day
and Martin Luther King Day. In deciding
what activities to program, we are
constantly stretched in terms of our own
time and also conflicts in direction. Ideally
we could invite speakers for the school,

continued on page 7
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Languages and Literature at the University of
Maine, will speak ' about her research on
Amazons. Tickets for the banquet are $6.00
and should be purchased in advance at
Booksellers on Broadway in Farmington. The
banquet is sponsored by The Feminist
Network of Western Maine and The Women's
Alliance for New Awareness. There will be a
social hour from 5-6 p.m. A buffet dinner will
be served at 6:00 p.m. The lecture will begin
at 7:00 p.m. and is open to the public. For
further information call 778-9636.

RYAN SCOTT
AFTER THE FACT
by Marc Labbe

The story of Ryan Scott, a Lawrence High
School senior who was harassed and physically
assaulted at school because of being gay has
had its play in the niedia. Yet with all the
publicity and problems, Ryan Scott's story has
finally come to a good resolution.
"I was thinking about finishing out the year
by taking correspondence courses," Ryan said
in his usually confident manner, "but that was
too expensive. Finally, after receiving calls
from friends, some saying 'come back,' others
saying not to, I went. Most of my friends
came running up to me and hugged me.
Going back has been a mostly positive
exper.ience."
The experience has changed Ryan in a way
that makes him confess he's not the same
person he was a month ago .

BUYINGr SELLINGr DREAMINGr
Person to Per9flft Real &tau Vuiu to y....,.
Hmru! Anywhere in/llaine t o ~
y....,. Real &late Ne«la.

YOUR SPRING HOROSCOPE
.. ARIES (March 21-April 19): An older person has some wonderful news to share.
It concerns a gift certificate from Kata hdin. Accept the dinner invitation - it could
mean greater security for your family. Curb a tendency to talk shop when socializing.
.,.·IL\URUS (April 20-May 20): Paying bills on time protects your credit rating. Using
your Visa or MasterCard at Katahdin is a smart financial move. A close friend or
relative may be able to arrange a short-term loan .
.. GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A new financial partnership begins to yield some
handsome profits. Personal contacts made at Katahdin Restaurant bring wonderful
luck. Eat more pan-fried oysters.
.. CANCER (June 21-July 22): Meeting a deadline will put you ahead of your
competition. Energize yourself with carbohydrates. An Angel Hair Pasta tossed with
shrimp,. tomatoes, and herb butter could be your secret weapon .
.. LEO (July 23-August 22): Learn to express your feelings in a calm, positive manner
over a steaming bowl of Katahdin fish chowder. Enrolling in night school or attending
a seminar will boost your earning potential. Try taking the boss to dinner at Katahdin.
If this doesn't work, pursue a new career path.
... VIRGO (August 23-September 22): An excellent time to dispose of unwanted items
cluttering up the basement or attic. Bring them here to Katahdin. The tackier the
better. A time to reward yourself with one of Katahdin's homemade desserts. Allow
someone else to sweat over a hot stove for you.
.. LIBRA (September 23-0ctober 22): Your health demands that you eat more fish.
Ordering Pan Fried Boneless Trout or Fillet of Sole earns you new respect. Irnproving
your appearance will please associates.
..SCORPIO (October 23-November 21): Your mate may insist that you act in a more
constructive manner. Resist the demand. Come to Katahdin, have the Lobster Spring
Rolls, a Caesar Salad, Medallions of Pork Tenderloin, a nd top it off with a Chocolate
Mountain. You will win the argument.
...SAGnTARIUS (November 22-Dccember 21): Although you have taken on a rather
tough assignment, difficulties are offset by the promised rewards. Don't wait too long
for someone else to reward you. Treat yourself to the Katahdin Experience. Romance
takes on a rosy glow .
... CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19): Your associates may not be able to help
you out this spring - rely on your own efforts. Telling friends and family about
Portland's most exciting new restaura nt earns you new respect. Renovate your home .
... AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18): Resist the urge to focus on someone's
shortcomings. Take him or her to Katahdin and share a Goat Cheese Flan. If he or
she doesn't absolutely love it, avoid all further contact.
.. PISCES (February 19-March 20): Business must come before pleasure, especially
d.uring office hours. A co-worker's ideas tend to be on the extravagant side. Extend
an invitation to Katahdin and demonstrate tha t extravagance does not have to be
expensive. Consider a new wardrobe.

774-1740
SPRING & HIGH STREET
MON-THURS SPt\1-lOPM • FRI :\I\:D SAT SP\1 - I I Pt\1

THE BEST FRESH
PJRODUCE
and alot moll'e!

POJRTl.Al\TD
G JREENGJROCEJR
87 Mall'ket Street

"At first, it was embarrassing for people to
shout things in the halls at school. But now
it's out...if they say 'fag,' I say 'straight
person.' Also, after it happened, I really
found out who my real friends were."
Ryan's story in the paper and on television
has brought home the fact to many Mainers
that homophobia does exist. Even with the
climate at Lawrence High School, Ryan feels
that maybe times are changing .
"I. find a lot of gay people are really
negative. They don't let themselves be
themselves," he says. "Maybe that has to do
with the times. But I really do find that it is
getting better around here. I think that they

continued next page
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will legalize gay marriages soon, and the
future is optimistic."
He advises young people to come to terms
with themselves, and to come out to someone,
such as a friend.
"I think I'm a different case," he says. "I
came out at 15 to my parents and friends. It
was no big deal to them-they just said
'whatever,' you know? Many young people
have low self esteem because all their friends
are dating at school, and there they are at
home on a Saturday !light, watching 'Star
Search'. I used to be like that," Ryan admits.
"The newspapers and T.V. was more of a
political than a personal move for me; it was
the point to say that gaybashing is going on."
"I've received a lot of calls from people of
high school age saying 'I'm gay-what should
I do? ' I'd like to continue to -help anµ to be
political in the future. When I move to New
York, I'd like to work with people with AIDS,
and to speak at high schools, or to groups. As
for now, nobody's asked me."
Whether Ryan's case is indicative of a new
assertive attitude against homophobia, or as
Ryan says, "the times are changing," progress
is being· made in Lawrence and in other
towns-both large and small-throughout
Maine.

GAY HEALTH CARE
WORKERS PLAN
POTLUCK

00

On Sa"turday evening, March 14, 1992, at
8:00 p.m., The AIDS Project (TAP) will host
"Spring for life," the sixth annual Visual AID
art auction. This year's auction will be held at
One City Center in downtown Portland. All
proceeds will benefit TAP's AIDS support
services and prevention education programs in
its service area, Cumberland, York,
Androscoggin, and Oxford Counties. The
evening's auctioneer will be Rob Elowitch of
Barridorf Galleries. The admission price is
five dollars.
Over 100 artists from Maine, or who have
ties to Maine, have donated over 150 works
for auction, inclucling oil paintings,
watercolors, drawings, prints, photography,
jewelry, sculpture, weaving, and ceramics. The
works range in value from $40 to $3000, with
the majority of the works having a value from
$150 to $450.
One of the more notable works up for
auction is a work by the nationally known
Maine landscape artist, Neil Welliver of
Lincolnville. The piece is a large woodcut
entitled "Sky in Cora's Marsh." Dewitt Hardy
donated a watercolor called "Seabreeze." Toni
Wolf, known for her intriguing self-portraits,
has _also contributed one of her works. Some
of the other contributing artists are Alfred

continued next page
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The Straight & NarrowbyHollyValero
'Y Snow. Sleet. Rain. A 40% chance of
gray. My truck sounds like it's trying to
pass a kidney stone. There is water in my
basement. My partner and I have spent
the past three weekends crawling around
on our hands and knees in our drippy
basement tearing up asbestos floor tile in
preparation of having the place
waterproofed. The floor, installed
sometime during the bronze age, is
welded in spots (floating in other spots)
to the foundation in a loathsome soup
that is two parts sticky black tile glue, one
part reconstituted red paint, and three
parts water seepage. I'd like to meet the
guy who thought it would be a super
idea to paint our cellar red ... floor, walls,
pipes. He's probably in an asylum for the
criminally insane. Depending upon how
long it takes to finish this job, I may meet
him anyway.
Putty knives and hammers in hand,
we pry, chip, and whack away for hours.
I look across the room through scratched
safety goggles and respirator at the
woman I love. She isattacking,gladiatorstyle, the east corner with an ice chipper.
Sweat puddles in my mask and images
fill my mind. Pictures of me walking
around this house five years ago saying,
"hey, a little work here and there and this
place will be fabulous!" I heave a sigh.
Tile shards fly about like Chinese
throwing stars, ricocheting off the
furnace, the washer, and the two of us. I
find myself doing things I never dreamed
I would.
Like wedging myself

The Gay and Lesbian Hospital and Health
Care Employee Association of Greater
Portland is having an inaugural "finger food"
potluck on Sunday, March 15th, at 3:00 p.m.
This new employee association is a place
where gays and lesbians, who work in
hospitals or other health care settings, can
meet socially on a regular basis in a safe and
healthy environment. To find out where the
potluck will be located, or to obtain more
information, contact Vincent Luschas, LCSW,
or Brian Quint, MD, at 799-7276.

"SPRING FOR LIF.E"THE AIDS PROJECT
ART AUCTION
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underneath a filthy oil tank to scrape out
the weird shaggy stuff from a darkened
corner. Finding myself overjoyed when
I come up with a handful of composted
tile, dust bunnies, and what could be
rodent remains.
Apartments start looking good. Real
good. I try to remind myself that in
fifteen or twenty years I'll have a good
laugh about this. Once the foundation is
exposed, our clothes are dropped on the
spot for later detoxification. I take three
or four showers and manage to get the
majority of tile chips out of my hair. Is it
spring, yet?
Another day breaks to Good Morning
America and breakfast in bed with my
lover and our cats. A public service
message pops up during a commercial
break. The voice over discusses A.l.D.S.,
but: there is a photo of a man and woman
kissing. Suddenly the photo switches to
one of two men kissing. My spoonful of
oat-bran pauses in mid-air. Another cut
swiltches to a photo of two women kissing.
My cereal bowl goes into my lap, my left
hand clutches at my heart. I make sounds
likeacloggedsink. "Uh! Uhk! Uh~uh ... ,"
I gurgle, pointing wildly at the TV.
The recent heightened visibility of
the lesbian and gay community has had
a profound effect upon me. I feel
positively resurrected from a purgatorial
state of non-existence into living color.
L.A. Law has a bisexual lawyer and
recurring lesbian theme. The film Fr.ied
Green Tomatoes was r,ne of the first

lesbian-based films for the general public
that did not constantly analyze the fact
that the leading women were lesbians. A
recentnewspaperarticleabouta kid who
dropped out of school because he was
hassled for being gay actually ended with
him returning to a cheering group of
classmates. I was stunned. I don't even
want to picture how that story would
have ended back when I was in high
school.
However, despite the media, I still
seem to be the only lesbian in the lives of
many straight persons I know. The token
lesbian. Responsible for raising th e
consciousness - single-handedly - of
many heterosexuals in my life. Parents,
relatives, casual acquaintances, coworkers, and friends often claim that
they never knew a lesbian before I walked
into their lives, check-out stands, offices,
Christmas parties, etc. Or maybe they
think they know a gay man, but they
aren't sure. Or the lesbian that they did
know died of old age and they need a
new one.
Being the token lesbian is a full time
job with no overtime for holidays. It's a
job that requires a backbone of cast iron
for those times when some guy angrily
walks up to you and starts talking about
God, or why his ex-wife left him. And
whether I know that "da mn woman
named Barb", or Jill, or Sue. Or those
times when some child comments during
a holiday dinner upon the nature of your
rel?tionship with hi~ ~wnt. I(s a lab?.r of , ,
continued on page 13
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the legal community, and the Portland
gay community, and still have time for
activism and our personal needs. We
would like to start a queer alumni
m;twork,a Lesbian/Gay Bar Association,
and also volunteer our time to help with
civil rights or AIDS-related law suits.
The ambitious goals, however, are too
often subrogated to the obligatory tedium
of homework.
In my opinion, our bigges t
accomplishment is our mere presence,
regardless of the details of our programs.
The number of gay students this year is
large enough and the organization is
strong enough so that we can proudly
flaunt a membership that forces hundreds
of future lawyers to recognize that gay
people are sitting next to them in class,
fundamentally normal, and have no
intentions of ever bei ng silent again.

I

SURVEY
BLANKETS AREA
Raymond
Robichaud
from
OUTRGHT I Central Maine, has
contacted Our Paper urging wider
dissemination of an Anti-Gay
Harassment/Violence Survey to assist
the survey' s sponsors, the National
Lesbian and Gay People's Alliance and
the Maine Lesbian and Gay People's
Alliance, in gathering factual information
abouhnstances of anti-gay harassment
in the state of Maine in 1991 /92.
(OUTRIGHT is an organization
established to help and assist young gay
men and women with issues of sexuality,
coming, out, and self-e·;teem.)
What is an Anti-Gay Incident?

Your figures should reflect those
incidents that were motivated in whole
or in part by prejudice based on sexual
orientation or HIV status. Such incidents
can have occurred anywhere-at home,
school, work, or on the street.
In order to determine whether an
incident was motivated by anti-gay bias,
sufficient information must be present.
While no single factor may be conclusive,
the following criteria can be used to
determine whether an incident is hatemotivated.
•The perpetrators used anti-gay or

~!, lll

It's time to break out of the winter
doldrums and prepare yourself for spring
with the cinematic festivities of Out &
Out Productions. It all happens on
Sunday,March 15, 1992,attheMovieson
10 Exchange Street, Portland. Out & Out
Productions offers a special sneak
preview of the Lesl;>ian & Gay Film
Festival and the Maine Premiere of Young
Soul Rebels.
Isaac Julien, an independent British
film maker who directed Looking for
Langston - a film well received at the first
film festival back in 1990 - has created a
dynamic and sensitive perspective of
Black youth culture in the 1970s. The
nature of "multicultural multisexuality"
is explored amidst the intrigue of a
murder. Thevitality of the70siscaptured
in the flamboya nee of pop culture through
funk / soul music and punk fashion. The
romantic relationships are intense, yet
the focus of Young Soul Rebels is on the
powerful friendship between Chris and
Caz. Chris is a "mercurial mulatto
heterosexual" whose behavior is more
stereotypically "gay." Caz is the moody
Black homosexual, whose masculinity is
portrayed in his vulnerability and
fragility . Young Soul Rebels celebrates
diversity: races, lifestyles, and sexual
orientation. Its era is turbulent, but its
vision is idealistic. As Julien says, "In
1977 on the dance floor when I was 17, I
could see all differem kinds of things
happening that were exciting. There were
transactions between black and white,

AIDS-related language or symbols (e.g.,
use of terms "dyke" or "fag" or the
painting of a swastika).
•There was an absence of other
apparent motives (e.g., battery without
robbery).
• The crime shows evidence of intense
rage (e.g., severe beating or mutilation).
•There is a history of similar antigay /lesbian incidents in the same area.
•The victim/survivor or the larger
community perceive the indecent to be
anti-gay /lesbian.
•The offender was involved in
previous anti-gay /lesbian incidents or
belongs to a hate group (e.g., Skinheads,
Ku Klux Klan).
•The victim/survivor was engaged
in activities promoting lesbian/ gay
equality or a response to AIDS.
•The incident coincided with a gay

Melissa Oliphant
Licensed Massage Therapist

NEW FACILITY!
Saturday Afternoon C ~
Pottery for all ages & Levels
Cassa Begin Mar. 9
For info call 772-4334
118 Washington Ave., Ptld.

by Ba-ra ~nthrop

Lesbian & Gay Film Festival

Therapeutic Massage
For Women

PORnAND POTIERY

Maine

Portland, Maine
(207) 879-1572
Sliding Scale

gay and straight, the punk ethic, the soul
boy and soul girl ethic of doing it yourself
and not believing everything that
everyone tells you to do and be. These
are the things that I want the audience to
start remembering again ... "
In addition to Young Soul Rebels,
three short 16mm features will be viewed.
Back by popular demand from the 1991
festival is We're Talking Vulva, a tongue
in cheek statement about female sexuality
and genitalia . Also viewed will be
Pedagogue, a burlesque interview and
parody on the upstanding instructor's
influence on his students. One Fine Day
is a musical celebration of women.
Thanks goes to Walter's Cafe for cosponsoring these three short films.
There will be two showings at the
Movies: 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., Sunday,
March 15, 1992, at 10 Exchange Street in
Portland's Old Port. Admission prices
have been cut to $7.00. There will also be
a presentation at the Railroad Square
Cinema in Waterville on Sunday, March
22, at 7:00 p.m.
Out and Out Productions is still
looking for volunteers to help with
promotion, to help solicit corporate
sponsors, to assist in film-related projects,
and to help stage the opening night
celebration. If you would like to get
involved, please call: (207) 828-4714.

holiday (such as Lesbian and Gay Pride
Day or National Coming Out Day).
These factors are not all-inclusive of
the types ofobjective information needed
to determine whether an incident was
hate-motivated. Accordingly, each
incident must be considered on a caseby-case basis.
IF YOU ARE NOT CONFIDENT THAT
AN INCIDENT INVOLVED ANTI-GAY
PREJUDICE AS A MOTIVATING
FACTOR, DO NOT INCLUDE ITIN
YOUR FIGURES. It is vitaliy important
that your statistics be accurate and
credible and not include any "padding."

.
BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.O.

Board Certified General Practice
Preventive Medicine
Obstetrics
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Chadbourne, Marjorie Moore, Howard
Clifford, Mark Wethli, Celeste Roberge, Paul
Heroux, Frederick Lynch, Dana Johnson, and
Paul Rodrigue.
A preview of the art work will be held at
One City Center starting at 12:00 noon on the
day of the auction. A cocktail "celebration"
hour will be held before the auction during
which guests can meet the artists.
The organizers of the art auction, which is
TAP's biggest annual fund-raising event, are
very pleased with the diversity and sheer
amount of the art work donated by area
artists. "The outstanrung response of Maine
artists to our request for support
demonstrates that AIDS is very much a
community concern in Maine," said Pat Pinto,
Director of Long Term Care at UNUM and
Chair of this year's auction committee. "The
strong support of artists in this tough
economic climate is very gratifying," said
David Becker, an independent art curator and
auction committee member, "It is especially
meaningful when artists support AIDS work,
for AIDS has taken a high toll in arts
communities across the country."

RICHARD PLANT TO
SPEAK AT
MATLOVICH MEETING
The Matlovich Society, the Holocaust
Human Rights Cente{ of Maine, and the
Portland Museum of Art are cosponsoring
Richard Plant's lecture "'I Was a Double
Alien Enemy': A Gay and Jewish Emigre
from Hitler's Europe," on 9 April 1992 at 7:30
p.m. at the Portland Museum of Art.
Richard Plant was born in Frankfurt/
Main, Germany in 1910. He was educated in
Switzerland, receiving a Ph.D. at the
University of Basel (HistOry, Comparative
Literature). In 1938, he emigrated to the
United States. He was a member of the
faculty of City University of New York for
over twenty-five years. His published work
includes The Dragon in the Forest (Doubleday,
1951), a novel about the pre-Nazi years, as
well as numerous essays and short stories
which have appeared in The New Yorker, The
Nation, The Advocate, Lambda Book Report,
The New York Times Book Review, etc.
In 1986, his book The Pink Triangle: The
Nazi War on Homosexuals, was published by
Henry Holt & Company. Recognized as the
definitive work on the subject, The Pink
Triangle is now part of the history curriculum
at many colleges and universities: it won the
Lambda Prize as one of the outstanding
books in lesbian/gay sturues published in the
last ten years, and is now traqslated into
Dutch and German erutions. Plant has
lectured widely - among other places, at
Bates College in Lewiston - and is now
working on a study on homophobia in
America.

continued next page
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CONTRA DANCE A HIT
Our Paper's first Gay Contra Dance,
February 15, 1992 drew a crowd of just
under 100, despite weather advisories
and threats of snow, sleet, freezing rain,
and icy roads. The dance, a .fund-raiser
for the purchase of a Macintosh computer
to ease the typesetting of Our Paper,
brought in around $500. First in what
may be a series of dances, this contra
dance was held at the First
Congregational
Church
(a.k.a.
Meetinghouse Hill Church) in South
Portland. The crowd was predominantly
male, due possibly to lesbian black ice (a
glandular condition that propels many
lesbians to stay home when the weather
forecast turns unpleasant) or the women's
Valentine's Dance held the night before.
We hope to draw out more women at the
next dance. Our Paper would like t6
thank everyone who made this dance a
success., and thanks to everyone
attending!

EJI------Que e

Poetry Corn r
SET FREE
I want to feel the weight of you on me,
the touch of skin on skin, ·my fingers soaked
. in your exited parted fold set free,
grown large. I baptize all in name evoked,
sweet women loving women, softened lips,
sweet iris-flowered lips receive my tongue,
prepare the taste, in motion levered hips
revolve and thrust into my shoulders. Tongue
in search of breast, wild, pulsing fingers sense
the rhythm, chase an urgent summons, lose
the world in centered self, embrace in sense
commune, commune, caught self, explode, close, close,
release like death in conscious joy, the smile
like inner, outer time unwrapped awhile.

Mary Ellen Beal

SUPPORT GROUP FOR
PEOPLE WITH HIV
AND/OR AIDS
STARTING IN
MID-COAST
Due to an increasing need in the area, an
HIV+ Support Group is beginning in
Rockland. The Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition
is offering this group free of charge to anyone
who is HIV infected or has AIDS. It will meet
weekly on Thursday evenings. The place and
exact time are not published to protect the
anonymity of participants. More information
can be obtained be calling WKAC at 3381427. Collect calls will be accepted.
The group is being led by Jean Tracy, a
doctor of psychology and licensed clinical
social worker in private practice since 1978.
She has extensive experience running groups,
including one at the Maine State Prison. She
has offered to facilitate this group following
professional and personal involvement with
people infected or affected by HIV. "I believe
it is important", Dr. Tracy states, "for all of us
to recognize the destructiveness of the moral
judgments, fear and prejudice that surround
this disease. After all, we are all humans on
this planet together."
WKAC also sponsors two other support
groups. A Mothers Group, facilitated by
Margie Spencer-Smith meets every other
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in Belfast. A group for
anyone affected by AIDS - including friends,
partners, family members and care-givers - is
held the third Monday of each month at 6:45
p~m., also in Belfast.

HIGHLAND TRAINING AND 1NSP£CT10N
MEADE.R'S EI.EC1'IIIC AND REFRIGERATION
P.O.BOX412
TOPSHAM, MAINE 0408&-0412
.
' 1 800-73M447

ROBERT MEADER, ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
LICENSED MASTER ELECTRICIAN (ME 04744)

BETH KOEHLER
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Licensed Massage Therapist
Certified Polarity Therapist / / ~

Walk in Balance with Life

AIDS ALLIANCE
RECEIVES GRANT
The Aetna Foundation, through the
Portland Office of Aetna Life and Casualty,
has granted $3,000 to the Maine AIDS
Alliance to develop and buy HIV prevention
ads in weekly and monthly newspapers in
Maine. The ads will feature guidelines for safe
and safer sex, and prevention messages
related to drug and alcohol use. The ads will
also promote the toll-free AIDS-line as a
primary resource or information and referrals.
The target audience for these messages
will be young adults and adults aged 20-45,
who read Maine Time, Maine Progressive,
continued next page
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Kimball Health Center
333 Lincoln St.
Saco. ME 04072

lower Lobby
151 Middle 5t.
Portland, Maine

Open 7da.v s

773~1999

For Appointment Call
284·9594
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who call themselves "queers." But even
more importantly, too many gay people
are convinced that at least some of
society's harmful views about us are true.
How many of us believe that gay men are
far more sexually active than straight
men are, or even that lesbians are far less
sexually active than heterosexual
women? not only is there no cvidc11cc of
any of this; we k11ow from psychological
studies that these ideas are absolutely
fnlsc. When we refer to ourselves as
"queer," are we more or less likely to
view ourselves through the same
stereotypical lens that homophobes do?
I felt that my criticism of "queer"
could be taken as a condemnation of the
activities of Queer Nation. This is not at
all my intention. I believe that the old
debate between insider I outsider politics
is at the core a false one; we clearly need
both. The "conservative" insider players
would accomplish little without others
protesting outside. And the "radical"
activist would be but a useless cacophony
if the "team players" weren't there
looking infinitely more reasonable. No.
It's not as if we would win faster if only ·
we were more "respectable." Those who
most ardently oppose us will always find
excuses for doing so, no matter whnt we
do. No, this isn't about militancy vs.
moderation. It's about making a choice
between convincing people that we're
just as abnormal as many already think
we are, or convincing them that we are
human beings, with many of the same
problems, hopes, and dreams.
Some people argue that calling
ourselves "queer" is simply the same
kind of playful kidding that all other
minority groups engage in. It's true that
member of other groups will joke about
themselves among themselves, just as we
do. But it's also true that such derision is
not funny at all when engaged in by
people outside of the group. What is mere
banter in the community become bigotry
in society at large. The only acceptable
venue for Jewish jokes is a c:Josed
gathering of Jewish people. If I - as a
gentile -were to tell one publicly I'd get
into trouble, as I should. Jews and other
minorities, it would seem, know that the
stereotypes about them are untrue.
Others, however, do not know that. Such
"jokes" in their presence would confirm
and reinforce their prejudices. Sigmund
Freud was quite right when he said:
"There are no jokes. " 2 "Queer" has come
into such ubiquity that there's simply no
way that others aren't going to hear about
it. Maybe the biggest problem with its
use is the likelihood that the rest of society
will conclude that they are supposed to
treat us as a joke. What a tragedy that
would be.
"Queer" is unlike other pejorative
terms for minorities. It had a distinct,
inarguably negative meaning far before
it became a slang sy nonym for
homosexual. Unlike "queer," "gay" was
a word with verypositiveorigins;itmeant
happy and lighthearted. Actually, I was
surprised to learn that "gary" has been at
least an oblique reference to homosexuality
for at least a hundred years. And certainly
by the 1960s, it had solidly secured its
place as our term of choice. What's wrong
with "gay," anyway?
Would a parent be more likely to try
to understand a child who came home
and said she was gay or a child who came
home and said she was queer? Would it
be easier to pass a gay rights bill, or a
continued top of next page
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queer rights bill? I recently sp oke at a
brldQf'

press conference in Boston on behalf of a
statewide gay youth services bill. There
were a few people - some of w hom I
know - standing outside handing out
fl yers that ta lk a bout "qu eer youth
suicid e." I thought to myself: How ma ny
heartstrings d oes that pull? "Gay" youth,
sure. But queer youth? I wondered how
ma ny state legisla tors would vote for
something ca lled "The Queer Services
Bill." Hell, even if I were in their shoes,
even though I' d probably vote for it, I'm
not sure I could be a great proponent of it.
Somehow, speaking about "queer youth"
(or perhaps "young faggots") just doesn't
seem to help others to empathize with
our young people. Precisely the opposite:
When we talk about "queer" children (or
queer anything else) those who are still
unsure of what we' re about - the vast
majority of Americans- find it virtually
impossible to take us seriously. Can
anyone really be surprised about that?
The slogan says: "We' re here, we' re
queer; get used to it." But they never will.

Casco Bay Weekly, and Our Paper. The Maine
AIDS Alliance will collaborate with the
editorial boards to produce ads that are
accurate, useful, readable, and culturally
sensitive to each paper's re;tdership.
The Maine AIDS Alliance is very pleased ,
to receive support from Aetna, an insurance
company, for this type of campaign. Perry
Sutherland, Coordinator of this project for the
Alliance, stated, "We need to get the word out
to the mainstream that HIV prevention is for
everybody. Magic Johnson's situation made
people more aware, but they also need
accurate, simple information if they really
want to protect themselves. These public
service ads are a first step. Aetna's support is
very encouraging."
For more information about this project,
contact the Maine AIDS Alliance at 6212924.
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tDGIDAND TRAINING AND INSPECTION
MFADER'S ELECTRIC AND REFRIGERATION
P.0 . BOX412
TOPSHAM, MAINE 04086-0412
1 800-734-4447

ROBERT MEADER, ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
LICENSED MASTER ELECTRICIAN (ME 04744)

WORKOUT FOR HOPE AEROBICS AGAINST
AIDS

QUEER first appeared in
Christoph er Street (I ssu e 169;
December 23, 1991). Reprinted
with permission of the author.

On April 4th, Maine's top physical fitness
experts will team up with volunteers across
American in a national three-hour workout to
raise money for AIDS research. The Fourth
Annual Workout for Hope - Aerobathon
Against AIDS - will happen on April 4th,
simultaneously in 50 cities across the country.
It will be Maine's first time participating in
the nationaJ event and Portland will play the
host city.
This three-hour extravaganza will raise
funds for AIDS research at the City of Hope
National Medical Center and Beckman
Research Institute. Since 1913, this non-profit
organization has helped millions of people by
providing compassionate patient care and
conducting advanced research in the major
disease of our time, including cancer,
diabetes, Alzheimers and AIDS.
Your participation is vital to the success of
Workout For Hope. When the people of
Maine join together in this effort, the result
will be a united force aimed at conquering
AIDS in our world.
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. Our Paper :
Reader Survey ~
11

Queer

11

We' re interes ted in your input
regarding the use Jf the term "queer".
All replies should be mailed to Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104

Sex 0Male

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

j

t,r·,."

Your committed patronage and referrals of
the salon has assis~,
1
ted in our expan- ·
sion and
·
relocation.

We look forward to your
next visit and to your
continued support
·
in 1992.

Free parking.

·I

0Femalel

Age:, _ _ _ __
Orientation:

I
I
I

Handy Women Unlimited
Cleaning - Residential and Small Businesses

Dependable

Gayo l,u,l>ianD
o•
Bisexual LJ Heterosexual
1.

Term you most prefer:

References
Free Estimates

PORTLAND & SURROUNDING AREA

I

I

Bobby-Lu Ellis
Lil LaRose

-----------·
Term you least prefer:

1

625-4879

I

I

LOCAL WRITER
DEBUTS IN
CHRISTOPHER STREET
A short story by local writer, Michael
Bendzela, appeared in the national magazine,
Christopher Street (Issue 172). The piece is
entitled "The Conversion." Mr. Bendzela is an
instructor in English at the University of
Southern Maine.

Results will be published in Our Paper.JI

L-----------

We're Working For
Change...
You Can Make it
Happen!

continued on page 12

Some of Our
Bodywork to balance life energies
for healing & well-being

-MARCHISGAY AND LESBIAN MEDtA AWARENESS MONTH

- Maine Lesbian I Gay
Polltlcal Alllance
P.O. Box232
Hallowell, ME 04347

Willow Femmechild, R.N.

Best

Portland, Moine

(207) 874-2932
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Place Your Calendar Event

lI Date:
I Location: - - - - - - - - - 1
I Contact:
I
~

~

I
e
a

l· Instructions, notes: - - - - - - -

I Complete Snip, & mail to Our Paper • P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104 _J
L __ ·- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - -
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Clio Award Winner Comedienne ?heril
Vendetti will appear at Paper Jo~ s. ~o
Water, St., Augusta, ME. Showt1me is
10:00 p.m.

Marc:11
Friday

Thursday

ACT UP's FIFTH ANNIVERSARY: John
Greenberg, Spokesperson for ACTUP /New York, presenting ACT-UP's
five year retrospective -- where it came
from, what it has accomplished, where
it is going, how it affects you.
Sponsored by the Matlovich Society,
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the Rines
Auditorium, Portland Public Library, 5,
Monument Square, Portland. Wheel
chair accessible; signing provided for
the hearing impaired. For more
information call the Matlovich Society
at 657-2850.

Free personal ads in Our Pap

and send response on page 17.
number for mail to be forwardc
3rd Mon day of the month. Ha

30-yr old bottom in Augusta
long-term relationship. Me: 6"
You: 25-35, tall 6"+, slim to at
LESBIAN, 42, seeks companic
vorced. Must like children and
willing to relocate.

Free personal ads in Our Pap

6

Vigil and March - ACT UP /Portland.
Tell Mayor Tom Allen that we're tired of
gay-bashing and w_e . de~and
protection. Candlelight v1g1I begins at
6:00 p.m. at Monument Square with a
march through the Old Port and then
to City Hall for a rally and speakout.
Call QUEER NATION at 207-828-4024
for more information.
·

~
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and send response on page 17.
number for mail to be forwardt
3rd Mon day of the month. Ha
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Friday

A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO
AIDS. Workshop led by Treatment
Alternatives founder John Greenberg,
combining valuable holistic tteatment
information with the tools necessary to,
evaluate
often-confusing
medical
options. Co-sponsored by the PWA.
Coalitions. Free for PWs; voluntary
. donation accepted from
other
interested persons. 12:30 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. Matlovich Society Offices, 72 Pine
Street, Portland.
Wheel chair
accessible.
For
more
informat ion
about
registration, call the Matlovich Society
at 657-2850.

Marc:11

..... 14

Saturday

Join hundreds of art fans, artists, and
AIDS educators at the Sixth Annual
Visual Al D Art Action to benefit The
AIDS Project on Saturday, March 14,
One City Center, in Portland. Art
preview begins at noon with the action
beginning at 8:00 p.m. Auctioneer: Rob
Elowitch. Admission $5.00. Snow date:
March 15 at 4 :00 p.m. For more
information contact the AIDS Project at
207-774-6877.

HEATHEl

AEROBICS
AGAINST AIDS
Saturday, April 4, 1992
SONESTA HOTEL GYM
PORTLAND, MAINE

~

Sherr
Saturday, Ar
8:0(

12:00 · 3:00 P.M.
SPONSORED BY

First Pari

~WCSHTV
"t H"fU

425 Con
Portlan

To Register in Advance:

Call 879-9114
FOOD • DRINK • RAFFLES

licket Outlets: Amadei

Macbeans Mu:
JKS Copypri ntE
Rock Bottom Recore

EVERY

Just Watch!

10

TUESDAY

Special Reserve Tickets, $16.5
from 'Wila Iris
~
P.O. Box 17, W ei

l

"

April
- 4

r

n

Saturday

March

- 1&

Monday

er for March and April. Fill out
Send $2 if you wish an advertiser
:d to you anonymously. Deadline
ve Fun!

March
. . . . 15

1eeds an aggressive top for possible
3", br./br., smooth, slender body.
lletic build. Photo and phone.

Sunday

in/lover. Recently relocated and dipets. No drugs, ·alcohol. Must be

Clio Award Winner Comedienne Cheril
Vendetti will appear at The Riverfront,
193 Broad St. , Bangor, ME. Showtime
is 9:00 p.m.

er for March and April. Fill out
Send $2 if you wish an advertiser
d to you anonymously. Deadline
re Fun!

March

.... 1s
Sunday

The G_ay and Lesbian Hospital a11d
Health Care Employee Association of
Greater Portland is having an inaugural
"finger food" potluck on Sunday, March
15th, at 3:00 p.m. This new employee
association is a place where gays and
lesbians, who work in hospitals or
other health care settings, can meet
socially on a regular basis in a safe
and healthy environment. To find out
where the potluck will be located, or to
obtain more information, contact
Vincent Luschas, LCSW, or Brian
Quint, MD, at 799-7276.

The second Womancare Funday will
be held at Portland Friends Meeting .
House on outer Forest Avenue on
Saturday, March 21, from 9:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and the day's theme will be
"Re-emergence." We will focus on
activities that nurture our bodies,
minds, and spirits. These will include
an array of light-hearted, experiential
mini-workshops, such as
Shiats.u /accupressure, movement,
woman-songs, creative visualization,
creating
Goddess-images,
herbal
cosmetics, and much more.
Participants are asked tp share in a
healthful, vegetarian pot-luck lunch.
Extras will be provided .
Pre-registration is suggested .
Womancare Funday will be limited to
25 participants. A sliding fee scale of
$40-55 (pre-registered) and $45-60 at
the door) plus some limited financial
assistance will provide opportunities
for all women to attend regardless of
financial circumstances.
Please bring a notebook and pen,
and/or pad, and wear
pillow
comfortable clothing. For further
information, please contact Christina
Hammond, 772-2159.

t BISHOP

Aerobics Against Al DS will take place
at the Sonesta Hotel from 12 to 3 p.m.
Tearns from the best local fitness
organizations will lead participants in
intervals of various styles of aerobic
exercise, including low i_
mpact, high
impact, strength and conditioning
exercises as well as the hottest new
trend .. step aerobics. Sponsor sheets
can be obtained by calling 879-9114.

April

9

Thursday
March on Washington for Reproductive
Rights. Maine N.O.W. is organizing
buses to leave from Maine. Call 8831195.

April
....9

Thursday

The Matlovich Society, the Holocaust
Human Rights Center of Maine, and
the Portland Museum of Art are
cosponsoring Plant's lecture '"I Was a
Double Alien Enemy' : A Gay and
Jewish Emigre from Hitler's Europe,"
7:30-9:000 p.m., 9 April 1992, Portland
Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square.
Wheel chair accessible; signing
provided for the hearing impaired.
Seating is limited; a reception
immediately follows the presentation.
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1ril 11th, 1992
I p.m~

6th Annual Visual AID Art Auction ~·
to benefit
r
The AIDS Project

:;h Church

Saturday, March 14, 1992

~ress Street
::J, Maine

One City Center, downtown Portland

Music, Walkabout and
k in Brunswick,
rs in Belfast and
s in Portsmouth, N.H.
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$13.00
at door

available by mail until 3/20/92

Productions, Inc.,
Buxton, ME 04093
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· EARCH FOR SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT
LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
,
MADAME BOVARY
FRIDA KAHLO
RUSH
LENSMAN
THE REINCARNATION OF KHENSUR
RINTOCHE and SONG OF TIBET
MINDW ALK
YOUNG SOUL REBELS .
.JFK
Waterville

Feb. 28 - Mar. 5
Mar. 6 - 12
Mar. 10 - 12
Mar. 13 - 19
Mar. 14 - 15
Mar. 17 - 19
Mar. 20 - 26
Mar. 24 - 26
Mar. 27 - Apr. 2

~RILR..,OA.D.SQU>.:R.,_E: (:IN-EMA.

873-6526

Works hv over JOO Maine artists
A spectacie of Spring floral displays
Music and refreshments lo delight the senses

Preview begins at NOON
Auction at 8:00 p.m.
Admission: $5.00
Snow Date: Sunday, March 15. 4:00 p.m.

SNEAK PREViEW
Young Soul Rebels
Maine

Premiere!

A film by Isaac Julien, director of Looking For Langston

Sunqay, March i 5 • ,3 & 7 p.m.
The Movies • 10 Exchange St, Port.
Adm $7 advance tickets avail. at Amadeus & Drop Me A Line
Presented by Out & Out Produclions
in assoc. with Walter's Cafe

11
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ML/GPA ANNOUNCES
SCHOLASTIC AWARDS
COMPETITION AT
ANNUAL DINNER

--

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance recently
announced the establishment of scholastic awards
for deserving Maine high school students. In a
letter sent to nearly 200 high school Guidance
Counselors, ML/GPA stated the "need to initiate
support for the next generation of members and
supporters. Scholastic awards are one means of
passing the . torch." The a,ward(s), given in the
amount of $500.00 (minimum), are open to any
Maine high school student who has been accepted
for Post Secondary education py a university,
college, or vocational technical school.
Applicants should submit the following:
1. Statement of need
2. Letter of reference from high school
counselor·
3. Copy of acceptance letter from postsecondary institution.
4. An essay on the following topic: "In a
society that routinely discriminates, what
can I · do to protect others from
discrimination?"
Documents should be submitted to:
ML/GPA Scholarship Committee
18 Summer Street
Augusta, ME 04330
Deadline for submissions is May 1st. Award
checks will be sent to the post-secondary
institution. Essays become the property of
ML/GPA and excerpts may ··be used for
publication. Anonymity will be respected.

HUMAN RIGHTS
COMMISSION WILL
KEEP HIV COMPLAINTS
CONFIDENTIAL
The Maine Human Rights Commission
has ruled that, in compliance with state laws
on HIV confidentiality, the names of HIVinfected persons filing complaints with the
Commission will not be publicly released.
According to Frannie Davis, Chief
Compliance Officer for the Commission, the
complainant's name will be released only to
the respondent (the one being accused of
discrimination). The respondent is bound by
law not to violate the confidentiality of people
with HIV.
In the past, people with HIV have been
reluctant to file complaints because the
proceedings and files of the Human Rights
Commission are public. There were fears that
in filing a discrimination complaint, public
knowledge of a person's HIV status would
bring more trouble than it was worth.
This ruling should encourage people with
HIV who have been discriminated against in
housing, employment, education credit, or
public accommodations to contact the Maine
Human Rights Commission. The number
there is 289-2326. (If you get the tape, leave a
message. They will return your call.)

l~})!Uffl
ACT UP BANGOR
P.O. Box 1554
Bangor, Mai ne 04402-1554
(207) 947-3947
ACT UP BANGOR ml'l'ts Tm-•sd ay nights ,it 7:00 PM , l'l'.i cl' ,ind
Jus tice Center, 58 Columbia Strt:'t.> l, B.1ngor. For furlht•r lnfllrmation,

contact Na tasha Woodltmd .
ACT UP/ MAINE
P.O. Box 5267

Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774-7224 (207) 774-5082
ACT UP / Maim• isa diverse, non-partisa n group unitt>d in angt.•r and
committed to nonv iolent direct action to t.•nd tht.• A IDS crisis. Wt.•
protest and demonstrate; meet w ith governnwnt and public ht>alth
officia ls;a nd resea rch and dist ribute tht.• latest medical inf()rm;ititm .
We m eet at 7 p .m . every Monday at 72 Pine St., Portland (Andrt.•ws
Square Building. New members m e a lwa ys welcome.
THE AIDS PROJ ECT
22 Monume nt Square - 5th floor
Portland, M aine 04101-0000
(207) 774-6877
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (A COA) YWCA
87 Spring S treet
Portland, Ma ine 04101-0000
Weekly open discussion with focus on Gay/Lt.'Sbian issu t.>S.
AIDS LINE
(207) 775-1267 or (800) 851-AIDS
Hours as fo llows:
Monday through Saturday: 9-5
Monday & Wednesday evenings until 7:30 PM For qu t.'Stions or
concerns about HIV I A IDS. Always s trictly confidentia l.
AIDS RES PONSE OF THE SEACOAST
10 Vaughn Hall, S uite 3
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 433-5377
A non-p rofit organization serving Southern Maine and the New
- Hampshireseacoostarea, we offera variety of services to individuals
living wit h H IV, ARC, AIDS, and related ill nesses. Our services
includebutarenot limited to buddy programs, advoca tes, volun teers,
support groups, referrals, community education, and limited financia l
assistance.
AMCHOFSHI
P .0. Box 5017
Portland, M E 04101
AmChofs hi (Hebrew fo r "A Free Peo p le"), Ma ine's Jewish Lesb ia n /
Gay / Bisexua l chavurah, meets monthly to s hare Jew is h h olidays
and to build community. Fo r more information, ca ll Bob (207) 871 1014 o r Susan (207) 833-6004.
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY AIDS COALlTION (AVAC)
P.O. Box 7977
Lewiston, Maine 04240-7977
(207) 795-4019
Non-profit o rganization wit h the fo llowi ng goals: to provide
community education about A IDS/ HIV; to coordina te and support
community-based services to people living with A IDS/ HIV, their
families and significant others; to assess AIDS needs in o ur
commu nities and to provide a unified front on AIDS need s and
issues; a nd to provid e a forum for th e exchange of s upport,
professiona l ski lls, and techni ca l resources. We ha ve been meeting
regularly a t the Tri-Coun ty C hapter of the Red C ross in Auburn
since la te 1988, and welcome all interes ted parties to attend o ur
meetings. Fm: more infor ma tion w rite o r ca ll.
BATES COLLEGE GAY/ LES BIAN/ BISEXUAUSTRAIG HT
ALLIAN CE
For m ore information write:
Box77
Bates College
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Grou p meets Sunday e venings a l 8:30 PM in Hirasawa Lounge,
Chase Ha ll. Bates College.
BATH MEN'S G ROUP
Meets weekly for fun , fe ll owship, a nd good food . Fo r more
informatio n, ca ll (207) 443-1211 . All welcome.
BELFAST AREA AIDS G ROUP
for PWA 's, HIV+, fami ly, frie nd s and ca regivers. Ca ll the Wa ldo
County Aids Coa liti on at (207) 338-1427, o r Ala n a t (207) 548-2929
(evenirigs or weekend s). Meets on Mo ndays.
BOITOMS-UP

d o The Norsemen
P.O . Box56
Chocorua, NH 03817
603-367-8304
BOWDOIN COLLEGE BISEXUALiGA Y/ LESBIAN ALLIANCE
FOR DIVERSITY !B-G LAD)
Moul ton Union Info.Desk
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Main e 04011
Grou p meets on Wednesday a t 9 p.m,; Hubba rd Hall .
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY D ENTAL HEALTH (CCDH)
813 Was hington Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103
(207) 874-1025
CCDH is a non-profit, Un ited Way agency dedica ted to providing
exceptiona l dental care to every individua l in the community. Fees
are on a sliding sca le based on the ind ividua l's income level. Clinics
are located in Portla nd, Saco, and Auburn Ma ine . Please ca ll for
more informatio n.
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAULESBIAN/GA Y COMMUNITY
do S tudent Activ iti es Office
Col b y College
Waterville, Maine 04901-0000
Info rmational phoneline second a nd fou rth Wednesday of every
month (207) 873-3536. For mo re informa tio n ca ll Mark (207) 8723683or Al (207)872-3000. TheCCBLGC serves members of the Colby
and Waterville communities as both a socia l and politi cal medium .
Promoting community awa reness a nd knowledge, the CCBLGC
mainta ins safe and comfortable atm osp here for bisexuals, lesbians,
and gays. G roup meets o n Monday evenings.
DIG NITY/ MAINE
P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Maine 04104-8113
Organizatio n of gay and lesbian Ca tholics and their friend s.
Organized to reinforce our self-accepta nce and dignity as people of
God, to d evelop lead ership, and to be an ins trument throug h w hich
gay and lesbian Cath o lics may be hea rd by the church and society.
Group meets on Monday evenings.

continued next page
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DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK (DEAN)
114 State Stree t
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-3506
J\ g,1y pt.v.-i ti Vl', l't.immu nity-bnst.'d , grnss n ,tits 11rg.1niz,1t it. 111 pn lVid ing
(•duc,1lit.m h)n1mm un ilit..'S .ind C,lSt..' nl<l1Mgt..•nwnt ,md otlwrsuppt.irt
s.t.•rvin•s lo thost.•aift.'l'll'd by HI V urt lwst.• Wt.)rking with I !IV ,1 rt.' hdd
in Ellsworth . Flir mt.fft.' ,1 bout .ibout tlwst.' groups t.ir 1)t\wr St.'r\'in-s,
p lt.•,1st.• c,11l 8t.1bby Poulin al 2ll7-M7-.1<l5h.
L)()W NEAST INTEG RITY C HA l'TE l{-IN- HlRM ATION

C / 0 Rt.•v Fr. Edwin A. Garrl'lt, II I
St. Saviour's Epi sni p.i l Churd1
P.O. Box .155
B.ir Harbt.)r, Mn int..' (l4till4
(207) 288-!iJt,2

ML'L'tS s,:cond Mo nd ay of lhL' mon th at SL S,l\'iour's C hurd1 . Plt.'.lSt.'
ca ll for morl' init.mn,1 tin n.
EASTE RN MA INE AIDS NETWORK (EMANl
l'.O . Box 211:ill
Bangor, Maint.• 04401 -201~
(207) 990-E MAN
Prnvidt.'S cast.• ma nagL'mt.•nt s..·rv il'l'S to H IV-inft.'1. ' tt.•d pt..•uplt.• ,Hld
thl'ir familit.-s in Pt.•nobsnit , PiscatillJt1is, H.i ncuck, Wilshington , ,md
/\ronslook counlit..->s . Su p pt.1rt group nwl'ls l'Vt.'ry Thu rsday t.'\"t..•ning
in Bangor. In addition , EMAN st.iff ilrt.' ;iv,1il.1hk to pn1Vidt.·
('1..i urn tit.ma l prt.'Sen tatitms with in tht..• sanw fi vt.• nm nt y ,1n•a.
T H E EON SOC IETY
48 North Main Strt.•t.•t
Rocht.-stt.·r, N H 03867
(nOJ>JJ!i- IOI 1

"r (207) 6Jn-I l !i8

Servin-s include: support groups; rdt.•rr,1ls; l't.immu nity t.•d uc,1t ion;
counseli ng; t'he FREE distributit.ll1 t.1i H IV I A IDS in furmiltion ; mort.•
(gay-centered and positivt.•).
FEMIN IST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY
9 Deering Str~ I
P.O . Box3nl
Portland, Maine 04104-Jn l
(207) 77)-2294
Ml?'t:'ts on Monday t.'vt.•nin~sGAY / LESB IAN CONTRA DANCERS
69 Mountain View A vt.•nut.•
Uangor, Maine 0440 1-00()(}
(207) 947-2..129
GAY / LESBIAN PARENTS S Ul' PORT G ROUP
Portland , Maine
(20c> 7B0-40s5
(207) 772-4741
GAY/ LESBIAN ALLIANC E
T he Powers Hou se
88 Winslow Street
Portland , Main e 04103-(XXKl
(207) 874-6596
GAY / LESBIAN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
c / o Will iston Wesl Church
:l2 Thomas Street
Po rtla nd , Maine 04102-0000
Meels Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, ,1 nd Frid ay t.•ven ings, 7:00 p.m.
--8:00p.m .
GAY / LESB IAN CO MMUNITY NETWORK
P.O. Box 212
Ba ngor, Maine 04401-0000
(207) 862-5907
(207) 866-7958
Meets Sunday and Wednesda y ewnin~sGAY-LESBIAN PHON ELINE
(207)·498-2088 TDD/ Voice
Staffed Wednesdays, 7-9 PM
Accepts TDD and voice messages at all other times Mai ne's llnly
service of its kind , the Gay-Lesbian Pho ne lin e has served th e
communi ty since 1982. Operated by Northern Lambda Nord , tht.•
Phoneline provides peer s upport , informa tion , edu ca tion, and
refer rals fo r ca ll ers.
G AY MENS SUPPORT GROUP
Aug us ta / Watervillemea. Tu esda y nights from 6:30 p.m. - 8d)(} p.m .
Ca ll 873-4301 for deta ils and directions.
HARBOR MASTORS, INC.
P.O. Box 4044
Portla nd , Ma ine 04101-00()()
INTEGRITY

St. Ma tthew's Chu rch
·18 Union Street
Ha llowell, Maine 04347-0000
(20,) 623-3041
(207) 845-2985
Lesbian and Gay Episcopa l and their fri end s. It is a family wit hin the
chu rch, a p lace to find close community and s upport. It offers an
o pportunity to find growth, educatio n, a nd pra yer.
LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM TRA IL BA ND
,:/ o YWCA - 7th floor
·120 C larendo n Street
Bosto n, Mass.
(617) 424-7025 [Ka thy!
(617) 267-6186 [Cary l
(598) 264-9085 [Zoe!
Meets Tuesday evenings.
LESBIA N / GAY COM MITIEE
Ma ine Chapter of the National Assqciation o f Socia l Wo rkers
P .O. Box 5112 - Station A
Portla nd, Maine 04102-51 12
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB
Universi ty of New England Campus
'Biddeford , Mai ne
.(207) 283-0171
.Advisors: Barbara Haza rd and Vern Patterso n
.An organiza ti on o f gay, lesbian, bisexua l, and stra ig ht persons. O ur
o rganiza tion began in the s pring of 1989 o ut of co ncern that there
was no o rganization on campus that dealt w ith different sexua l
preferences. We currently ha ve s tud ents from th e vario us colleges
:i ncluding OT, JYT, Medica l Stud ents, MSW, and und ergrad ua te
:stud ents. Our primary goa ls includ e support a nd ed u catin g o th ers
about al ternative li fes tyles. All persons are welcome to attend or ca ll
to find o ut more about our o rganization. Ca ll Student Affa irs Office
for meeting time/ location.
MAINE CONNECTION
P .O. Box 5145 -Station A
Portla nd, Maine 04102-5245

MA INE BISEXUA i. l'Etll' I.E'S NFTWOl{ K
l\1rt\,1 nd , M,1i 1w tl..i ltW - l7lJ:!
Tht.' purpllSl' 11f tlw M,iint.• Bi:-t..·, u,1 l l\ ·11pll•':-- Nd w11rJ.. i:-- h1,1llirm in
oursd ,·l'S ,md litlwrs till' po:--itin• n,iturt.' l1f bis,·, u,1 li1y ,rnd h1 \\'l1rJ..
h1w,1rd g rt.',)ll'r ,1,y q1t,l!Kt.' in tlw his,·, u,11. g,i y, 1,-sbi.m, .ind slr,1igh 1
l•t.1mmu n ilit-s.
T l IE MATl.() VICI I SC.X"IETY
l'.O. Boxt.J-'2
l'urtl.md, ME ll-l 10 1-000tl
(2117) 77)-4444
An l'duc,1th1 n,1\ ,rnd l·ult11 r,1l org,mi1,1lit.1n ol g.ws ,md 1,·s bi,ms
n1m milll'd lt.1 s h.uing l1ur h ish1ry ,,s \\'di ,i:- pr~1viding pt•rson ,1ffir ming prl'St.•n t,1lions ,md disn1ss il1ns in ,1 s uppurtin• sod,1 1
t.'11\'inmnwnt . lh•gu 1.lr nwl'lings llf tlw St.icit•l y: 7:.1<) p .m ., 2nd ,ind ..ith
Thursda ys, Riiws Audihiri u m, l't.1rtl ,1nd l 1ubl it.· l.ibr,1ry .
MERRYMEETI N(; A il)S SU l'l 'tllrf S ERV IC ES
l'.O . Box 57
Brunswi t.·k, M,ii 1ll' {)..i(l l l -t)():i7
(207) 725-..iYS5
Pmvidt.-s s uppl1rt s,•r\'it..'t..'S lt.1 l' WA 's, thos t.• with I IIV dist·,1st..'. ,md
llwi r fomil y ,rnd irit.•nd s. MASS,1lst.1pnJVidt.>s t'l.im-.1ti11n st.•n·in-s irt.•t.•
ti i d1.irgt• hi tlw grt.•,1 lt.•r Bath / Bruns \\'kk n1 mmun itv. MASS,1 lst1 h,is
"buddit.-s" ,w,1il,1blt.• ior PW A's ,md I II V+ .
.
Tl IE MAINE I I EAi.Tl I FO UN DAT ION
P.O . lkn; 7.124 DTS
l't.1rtl,1n d , M,1i1w tl-1112-7J2Y
A nt.lll · pn)fil , t,lX -t.'Xl'lll pt t.irg,rni z,itio n th,1t offt..•rs bt.ilh dirt.•cl ,llld
indirt.•1..·t iin,rnd,1\ s upport for pl>tipll' with A IDS (l'WAs) in M,iiiw.
Pll',lSl' w rilt..• for llll)rt.• inform,1 tion .
MAI N E LESBIAN / CAY l'Ol.lTIC/11. A l.l.l ANCE
P.O. Bux 232
H.illowt.'11, M.ii 1w ll-l.1..i 7
Nortlwrn Mai1w - 942-.191.ll
C.1 pilol & Mid ·Co,1s t - h2J-2:i w
~1utht.•rn Maint.• - Mh·-lH72
Tlw M,1i1w l.t.-sbi,1 n / C,1y l'oliti t..-.11 A!li,i1Kl' h,1s ,l dt.•,1r mission: h1
l'Xt.•rt lht.• JXlWt.'r o f lt.•sbi ,111 a nd g,1y dliZl'llS ,rnd tlwir supportt.•rs
tlm1ug h-u u t thet.•nlirt..•sl,ltt.•o f M,1 im· un sl,l tt.• pol itks,rnd lt.•!!,i~·!,,tiun.
Through tht.• )!,l'nt.'mus suppo rt uf ou r mt•mbt.•rs, our f.lmi lit.•s ,rnd
irit.•nds, U\'t.'r till.' yt.•.us wt.• ha ,·t.• pursm'1..i tlw missio n throu gh ,\
Cl)l1lbi1Mlitlll t. lf rk.)Iitk,1 l ,ll't it Ill, it.)bbyin)!, ,lnd grassn>tits 11lt.)bi lit:.1 li1m .
Wt.• ,vork lo l'lt.'L'l l·ilndid.i lt.'S who wi ll s upport our civi l rights in till'
Legislil turt.', ,md lo giw civil right s gn•,1tt.•r promim•11et.• in pulitk,11
di.i lugut.•. Wt.• promolt.• lt..•gisl.it ion lt.1 t.•nd d iscrim in,1tion ,1g,1inst
lt.•sbia ns ,ind gay mt.•n, to s uppn rt lhl' right oi ,vomt..•n to d1t111st.•, h1
v.i lidatt..• o ur n•liltiuns hi ps ,i nd tu t.•ns u rt.• ,, n l'ffl'1..·tin· go,·t..•rnmt..•nt,il
resptmseh.,1tht..• A IDS crisis in m,l ill l'. Ml .(; l)A wt.irks \\'ithin 11ur11w11
nimm unit y .ind with nur cn,1\iti on p.1rt1wrs t'o t.•nlis t ,i nd L'mpt.1\\'t.' r
;i ll peop lt.• to tilkl' il s t.i nd for till' ci \'il rig hts l1f M,,i1w's g,\V ,md
il-sbian ci tizt.•ns.
•
.
MIIXOAST MA INE PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF I.F.Sll l/1 ~
AND GAY (!'-Fl.AC)
C haplL'r of till' Nat i1111.1/ Fl'dt.•r,1 ti11n P-FI.AFl
21 Win th rop Strt..•t.'I
Hilllowdl, ME 0-t:147
ln formil lion iln d I !OT LI N E:
·I
Efiit.• - 207-h2.l-2149
or
S.11ly .i nd G l'nt..• 207-729-tl~ IY.
Mt•t..'tin)!,S: ..ith Tm•sltily of mo nth , 7:JO p.m ., Pilgrim I l11t1!->t.', First
Parish C hurch (UC(), 9 C lt.'<Wdilnd Strt..•t.•t , Bruns wirk, ME 040 11.
Tht.•mt.•: Kt.•t.•ping F.imi li t.•s Togt.•tlwi;J,y hdping p.irl·nt:,; und l•rsland ,
ilccept, an d support thdr childrl'n ' with lu\'L' and pridl'. Thl' g roup
a lso wo rks tt1 edu catt..• the commun ity .ibout homu.sl.'x u,, lity ,rnd
works to l'Xlt.•nd c-ivil rights proll•ctiuns to gays a nd lt.·sb ians. l\•l'r
s upport ,in d ,,c-curntt.• inform .i lion ; ,, saft., p l,1Ct.' wi th pl.'n,;uns wh11
c.irt.•. Sp1..•.i kl'rs and progrnms ilv.i il ablt.•.
(A

MONADNOC K AREA WOMYN (MAWl
l!.0 . Box 6345
Keene, N H 0343 1
A ll'Sbian socia l/ scrv ict.• organ iz,1 tion since 1987.
MOU TAI N VA LL EY MEN (MVM )
P.O . Box.16
Center Cm1wily, N H OJHD-()()36
(207) 925-10:14 (Paul)
A social group for gay men from Wt.'Sll'rn Mainl.' a nd t.•,1stt.•rn Nt.• \\"
Hampsh ire. We meet a t l.'ach o tlwrs' homes for Pnt Luck and p lan
acti vitit..>S as tht.• membersdesirt.·.-writt.• t.,r cal l f1,r mtire inf1)rm,1ti,m.
NEW BRUNSW IC K COA LI TION OF H UMA N RIG HTS REFO RM S
P.O . Box 1556
Stiltion A
Fred ericton, New Brunsw ick
Canada
E385G2

THE NORSEM EN
P.O . Box 56
Chon,rua, NH OJ817
60)-367-8304
A lea ther club fo r gay and bisexua l men from North Central Nt.•w
Hampsh ire, The Grea te r Portland and Weste rn Maine area t.)f gt.md
w ill w hoare into the lea th er and western scene and its ameniti es. Ft lr
more information w rite to The Norsemen, P.O. Box 56, C hocorua,
N H 03817 or ca ll 603-367-8304
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD
P.O . Box990
Caribou, Ma ine 04736-0990
(207) 498-2088
Mai ne's oldest orga niza tio n for lesb ian-gay-bisexual people, NLN
(founded 1980) serves A roostook County a nd neighboring New
Brunswick tow ns; sponsors socia l activities, di scussion groups, and
a spea kers burea u; p ubl ishes a mo nthl y newsletter and act ivities
ca lend ar; has a 1000-volume lend ing library for members; operates
Maine' s o nly phone ser vice, the Gay-Lesbian Pho neline.
GREATER PORT LA ND C H APT ER O F T H E NAT IO AL
ORGAN IZATION O F WOMEN
c/ o YWCA
87 Spring Street
Portland , Maine 04101 -000
(207) 879-0877 (Perry Krasow)
An action-orie nted g ro up. Ou r primary goa ls a re three-fold: 111 to
foster Equa l Rig hts for women; /21to insure unrestricted choice
around rep roducti ve rig hts; 131to s upport Lesbian and ·Gay rig hts.
We ha ve s peakers and events for the p u b lic on the fourth Tu esday
of every mo nth .
.,.
OUR PAPER
9 Deering Street
P.O. Box737
Portland , Maine 04104
(207) 761-0733
Ou r pu r pose is to serve as a voice for the lesbians and gay men in
Maine. Weare made upof a group o f dedi ca ted volun teers who wish
to broade n the und erstanding of our lifestyl es and of each other.

New volunteers are welcomed .

i"I

i
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Regional
OUT ANIJ ABOUT

P.O . Box 695
C.1pt. · NL·ddil:k, Mni m· tl'.\402
Kl·rvn ,11 (NO) 744-5852

Ou! ,rnd J\huu t,., I.L-sliia n sociil l ;rnd support >;.mup, mt't'ls t•vt•ry
Thu n;d,1 y ,it H p.m . in l'ortsmnuth , NI I. Nt•w m~·mht.<rs wt:lcomt•.
(_',111 Kt•rv n,1t (ht0)74lJ-5H52urw rill' l' .0 . 11ux!i45,Cil pt.• Nt'tkt1 ck, Ml'
0:ltl42 fl;r lll<•n· informnli on.

OUT H11{ C<Xll)
first 11.,ris h C hun.·h
13 llt'.Kh Strt•l'l
S,Ktl, M,,illl'
Out i-:or Cl•nd, ,l lt•sbi,111 di sL"uss ion/ support i,.;mup, ml'l'ts L'.tc.h
Thursd,w ,11 !ht..• !-=irsl Pt1ris h C hun.·h from 7:00 l'M to lJ:00 l'M . Th is
non-s 1m;kin g nwdi ng dt•ilb. wi th issm·s rd t•vil nl l<1 lht• lt-shin n
lif1..-s tvlL·. Mt•et ings a rt.' frt.'t', but ,1 don.1tion $ 1 donatio n is TL'tlLU..'St'l'd
h11..kfr;iv tlwn1st of tlw nx1m . Mt•t.>tings;,n•nmfidt•nti.11. For fu rth l'r
inform;{ ti t111 rn ll lkil:,hi ,1ftl•r 5:.:\0 PM c1t 247-J40 1.
OUTRICI IT
f'.(l Box H02
Portla nd , M.1i1w 042 12
Support Croup ior l.l~ l:,i.in ,1 nd C.iy Youth (22 yl'.irs of agt• ".mi
voull ~l·r) . Thl' purpost• of thi s group is h1 offl·r .in·c1 g.iy .ind ksh,.in
~outh s w ith ,1 sil fl' , s upt• rvist•d sod,l l l· n vin11lll1l'llt wht•n• thl'.Y c.i.n
~1rnvidl' l',1l'h o llll·r with inform.ition .i nd s upport. lnformilt1on 1s
pmvidt•d hy r a il in~ i--=irst Ca ll .it 791:l-6<.,n or l -&X)-.1:'\9-4042.
l'AKENTS AND rn l ENDS OF LESBI ANS AND CAYS (!'Fl.AG)
P.O .. Box 20HO
Crl',ll Is l.ind ,
Brunswkk, M,1 int• tl-1111 I
<2117> 72o-47h4
(2117) 729-115 19 / h:D-2:1-19
l'Olffl.ANIJ l'RIIJE
l'.O. lhi x hH I
Sr,1rh<1n1ugh, M,1i 1w tl4tl7-l -tlh81
l'(JSIT IVEI.Y SOBER
T.I..K.N .
:,n C umht•rl,1 nd Awnul'
(207) H7 1-42 1I
·
Mt•ds Tm·sd.1vs ,11 8:()(1 p.111 . ior thost• rl'fOVl'rin g A.A.s li vi ng w ith
III Vor AI IJS.·
l'RIM E TIMF.l<SOF BOSTON
l'/o D. Bourht'illl
t,l.l4 Trl•m ont Strt'l't
Bos ton , Mass.1c hu sl'tts U2 l 1H-1005
.
An o rg,rni z;i tion for o llkr gay mall'S that mt:l'l month ly on th~ third
S..1turdt1v of l'Vt•rv month from 2 to 4 PM . St•t• (;i lt..•nd a r Sl'Chon for
l'h,1ngl' in lrn.·,,tio.n and !'Kht'i.i ult· (if a ny) .
l'WA COA LIT ION OF MAI NE
377 C umbt..•rl ;111d Avenu t..•
Po rtl a nd , Maint.' 04101 -()()()
(2117) 77J-H5<Xl
RAG. (RURAL ACTIVITI ESCU IDE)
P.O . Box 3293
N11rth Con w..w, Nt•w H ampshirt..• 038hll
A l jtr.irt,:rl.v ,;t..•wsll'ltl'r for tht..• womt•n 's community of Wt..'S l~rn
M,1ilw ilnd tlw Mount Wi!shington Vi! ll t..•y o f Nl'w Hampsh1rl'.
Subscript ion is 512.1)(1 pt.>r yt..•iJr, first iss ut• frt..'i.'.

RUMFOKD / MEX ICO AREA A IDSSU l'l'OlffCROU I'
c/ o Community A IDS Awarl'ncss Program
(207) Jf,9-0259
Gn,up mt..'t.'ts Mtmda y l'Vl'n ings at tht..• Mt•x in, Ctmg rl'gatitma I Church
(th t..• "Grt..•en C hurch" ) from 7:00 PM tu H:30 PM .
SEACOAST GAY M EN (SGM, Inc.)
P.O. Box 1344
l'o rl s mouth, Nt..•w Hampshin..• O:lHO l -1394
(60J) 89H-2225 IAII
A socia l group fo r gay mt:n ml't'ting wel'kly on Monday~vl'ningsat
7 PM (t•xn·pl Hol idays). Tht• firs t Monday o f thl' mo~th 1s a ~,t luck
suppt•r. Rt..•maining Monday's arl' g ivt..•n lo a w1dt..• vanety of
prt..-st•ntnti<ms, di scussi(ms, discuss ilm s, films, t..•tc.
SYMl 'OSIU M XIX
P.O . Box 94()
Ca ribou , Mninl' 04736-0990
(2()9) 498-2088

Pl n nnin g comm itt ee fo r (ht.• Maint..• Les bi a n a nd Gay m e n ' s
Sy mposi um XIX, the s ta tt•'s annua l confcrl'nce sc heduled fo r
f\kmoria l Day wt..•t•kt..· nd , May 22-25, 1992at thl' Uni versity of Ma ine
a t Prt..-squt..• ls k .
T RANSU l'l'ORT
l'.0 . Box I 7h22
l'o rlla nd , Ma int..• 04 101 -0000
Transupport isa non -profit, non-scxua l,socia l and educat.ional ~ r
s upport group for Transsl'xuals, cross-dressers, a nd thelT fa milies
and frie nds w ho dt..-sirt• a better understanding of gend er-related
issues. Mt..•l'tings;i rhdd bi-monthl yun Su ndaysa t 6:00 PM. Write fo r
loca tion and morl' information .
UMFCASl'I' ALLIANCE LESBIGAY INFORMATION SERVICE

(207) 778-7:ll«l
Thl· UMF GAS PP A lliancl' Ll.'Sbigay lnforma-tion Serv ice plays a
rt..•ct,rd l'd mt..-ss.., ~l' anm1uncing meetings, socia l events, a nd services
ava ilabll' in Cl'ntral Maine. Tt\e line is not staffed regularly, but
ca llt..•rs dt..•siring furlht:r in fo rm a tio n w ill ha ve the ir ca ll s returned .
Al l mt..-ssagl's ldt on thl'dt..'Clronicanswering service are completel y
ctm fid l'ntia l.
USM WOMEN 'S FORUM
Un ivt•rsity uf Sou th l•rn Mainl'
42 Bt..•d ford Strcl'I
Porlltmd , Mai ne 04103-(XXXl
WILDE-STEIN CLUB
Memorial Unio n
Uni versity uf Ma im• - Orono
Orono, Maine 04469-()(K)(l
WALDO COUNTY A IDS EDUCATION COMMITTEE
P.O . Boxn2
Bdfasl, Maine 04915-0772
Prov id e A IDS education for the greater comm unity, schools,
businl->SSCS, as wtd l as a gay positive s upport group for PW A's, HIV
positivl', famil y, friends and ca re~ivers. For m ore information ,
p lease ca ll.
WOMLAND TRUST INC.
P.O . Box 55
Troy, Ma ine 04987-0055
A non -profit o rgan iza tion w hose pu rpose is to acq uire la nd
throughout the sta te to protect it fo r use b y curren t and future
generations o f women and children. Meetings Second Sunday every
mon th. Loca tion varies.

Maine 04401

______________..,

Bangor, Maine 04401

;;__ Ca1holics
An organizalion of Gay and u:sbian
In Portland
Every Sunday." 5:30 p.m.
First Parish Church
425 Congress S1ree1
Ponland, Me
Enlrdnce in Rear

In Hangor
2nd and 4th Sunday, 6:00 p.m.
Chapd, Ruth Hutchins Center
Dangor Theological Seminary
300 Union S1reet
Dangor. ME

To reinforce our self-accepta11ce a11d se11se of Dignity as People of God.

1-900

HOT
GAYS
1-900-468-4297

Get real names and numbers
of men &women who
want to meet you!
'1 .95 per minute

Straight & Narrow
love in the truest sense of the word. Or at
least it was until February 17, 1992.
Stopping at Shop-N-Save Monday
for cat treats, kleenex, and light cream, I
came across the Newsweek cover asking,
"IS THIS CHILD GAY?" The article
concerns the findings of neuroscientist
Simon LeVay of the Salk Institute in
LaJolla, California. In examining the
cadavers of 41 individuals, 19 of which
were homosexual men, he found that a
small area of the brain - the hypothalamus
- believed to control sexual activity was
less than half the size in the gay men as
opposed to the straight men. Interesting,
but open to a lot more scientific scrutiny
and debate. The rest of the article,
however, was a hodge-podge of Sigmund
Freud's theories on the origins of
homosexuality, success stories of
therapist's who have cured gay clients,
the possibility of a gay gene and the
threat of genetic tampering, and a few
personal stories - including one woman
who claimed that had she been able to
determine in advance that her child was
going to be gay, she might not have
carried that child to term. I'm sure some
editor at Newsweek believes that this is a
well-rounded and meaty study of gay
and lesbian culture. It's not. It's a token.
Token commentary by a few lesbians
and gays stirred up into an
overabundance of heterosexual prejudice
.
masquerading as news.
I absentmindedly began searching
fortheibuprofin. Whatnext? Budweiser
commercials featuring T-shirts
emblazoned with the logo, Ask me about
my hypothalamus!"
Born-again
heterosexuals? Prenatal screening for
queer babies? The religious right mi~ht
suddenly find themselves pro-choice
overnight.
I would also like to know why the
commentary by lesbian editor Frances
Stevens appeared with a photo of he~ in
bed with a pet pig - minus any caption
that would have explained just what the
Hell she was doing. It always warms my
heart to see articles featuring gays and
lesbians engaged in counter-culture,
whacko, or new wave activity. Why?
Because I, token lesbian, will spend the
next few months trying . to convince
twenty or more straight people that J?igs
are not the national symbol of gay pnde,
lesbians do not collect pigs, there is no
pig-lesbian connection of which I am
aware, and that the woman just had, I
guess, a pet pig. Why? I don' t know.
The
article - spotlights
of
condescending therapists who plugged
their heterosexual-retraining programs
were especially touching. I get all Thelma
and Louise just thinking about it. I'm
glad they didn't dilute the message with
the conflicting opinions of those who are
sane. This is going to go into overtime. I
can already hear three or four people I
know saying, "well, in Newsweek that
guy was queer. .. and he's normal n~w··:"
In focussing on the psychiatric
community as a whole, the article did
mention the new trend in therapy to not
"cure" homosexuals, but to help them
feel better about their existence. Despite
the fact that the American Psychiatric
Association and its members removed
homosexuality from its list of emotional
disorders in 1973,37%oftheA.P.A. voted
against that move a year later. Of course,
that was then and the percentages have
no doubt changed, but this article
certainly didn' t bother to look into that.
The cure-the-homo story got the bold
11
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BOSTON GAY MEN'S
CHORUS COMING
TO PORTLAND
In 1981, Boston's gay community was
inspired by the first national tour of the San
Francisco Gay Men's Chorus. A few month
later on a chilly February night, 12
Bost~nians gathered for the fust time to enjoy
the fellowship of song, One decade later, the
100-member Boston Gay Men's Chorus has
blossomed into one of New England's most
innovative, vibrant, and flat-out fun musical
institutions.
The Chorus, conducted and directed by
Robert Barney, will be touring New ~ngland
in celebration of their 10th anruversary
season. The tour promises to celebrate their
growing reputation for mus~cal excellence and
their tradition of commumty empowerment.
For more information call Doug at 772-4408.

OUTRIGHT 92 AND
2000 WRITERS
COMING TO BOSTON
Award-winning Novelist Allan Gurganus to
Keynote OutWrite 92
BOSTON-Allan Gurganus, the awardwinning and best selling author of The Oldefl ·
Living Confederate Widow Tells ,:1-ll, will
deliver a keynote address to OutWnte 92 on
March 22, 1992. Gurganus will join au_thors
Dorothy Allison, Melvin Dixon, and ~ananna
Romo-Carmona to headline OutWnte 92, the
third national lesbian and gay writers
conference, to be held at the Boston Park
Plaza Hotel and Towers, March 20-22, 1992.
The third national gathering of lesbian and
gay writers, editors, publishers, literacy agents,
booksellers, and readers is expected to attract
.
nearly 2000 people.
Other highlights include: a senes , of
readings featuring four dozen _g~y and !esbian
writers, curated by publicist Michaele
Karlsberg; writing workshops taught by
Minnie Bruce Pratt, Stephen McCaul~y and
Kate Rushin; panel discussions on a variety of
topics, including "Editor /Writer/Agent," "T~e
Language of Lesbian Sex," "Can Sexua~ty
Subvert Racist Stereotypes," and "Broademng
the Coverage of the Gay and Lesbian Media."
Registration fee is $50. Checks are pay~ble
to: Out/Look, 540 Castro St., San Francisco,
CA 94114-2512. Hotel reservations may be
made by calling 1-800-225-2008 or 617-4262000. A special conference rate of $75 for
singles through quads has been guaranteed by
the hotel.

continued next page
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SAFER SEX AND DRUG USE GUIDELINES
These guidelines arc ror a ll of us who arc making der isi o ns about sex ua l activity ancl
drug use in the midst of the AIDS epidemic.
HIV is a virus widely tho ught to be a cause of /\IDS. The high est concentrati ons o f I IIV
arc found in blood and semen, so it 's important to avoid any way in which I IIV-inf'cctcd
blood or semen can get from one person's hody into a nother person's bl oodstrea m.
• Fucking (anal and vaginal) without a condom and sharing needles account fo r a lmost
all the docume nted cases of I IIV transmission.
• Oral sex without a condom or dental da m accounts for a very few documented cases·
of HIV transmission.
'
• Other ways of transmitting HIV that have not been documented but which could he
theoretically risky include: fisting, finger fucking, rimming, deep kissing. sharing unclea ned
dildos. The theory here is that any way HIV-infected bodily nuids get from one person into
another involves risk. For example, HIV could be transmitted if a person with a nit on
their hand fistfucked ihci r partner and caused bleeding iii th e ir rectum or vagi na .

Gayzette
HAWAII LAW
CHALLENGED

NEW JERSEY ENACTS
NATION'S FIFTH
STATE BIAS BAN
New Jersey governor James Florido signed
a statewide ban on anti-gay discrimination
Jan. 19, making his state the fifth in the
nation to adopt a gay rights guarantee and
marking the success of a behind-the-scenes
lobbying strategy that kept the bill out of the
public eye long enough to prevent
conservatives from derailing it.
The measure, which had languished in the
state legislature since its introduction in 1984,
prohibits antigay discrimination in
employ!Ilent, housing, credit, and public
accommodations. Both houses of the
legislature, which were controlled by
Democrats, approved the measure Jan. 13,
the last day before they adjourned to be
replaced by a new Republican-controlled
legislature.
Eric McKinely, a member of the New
Jersey Lesbian and Gay Coalition, a political
group, said that lobbyists for the bias ban
strove to keep information about the
measure's progress out of the media for as
long as possible to avoid rousing the bill's
opponents, which included the New Jersey
Catholic Conference (NJCC) and Concerned
Women for America (CWA), a conservative
political group.
"We didn't want our opponents to know
what we were doing," McKinley said. "The
lobbying effort was designed so there was no
press, and there wasn't. We were able to
frame the issue as a justice issue instead of a
morality issue."
"With the new Republican majority, the
number of people who did not support the
bill-either because they didn't want to or
because they were not yet members of the
legislature-is enough to repeal it."
But Republican state assembly member
Walter Kavanaugh, who opposed the bill, said
that a repeal is not likely. "The bill is part of
the law now, and it's a matter of fairness to
leave it there," he said.
Another potential threat to the bill comes ·
from Republican support for the
establishment of a state referendum system,
in which voters could vote through ballot
measures to overturn specific pieces of
legislation. Several Republican legislators built
their campaigns last year around support for
in{tiation of the referendum system, but
Kavanaugh said many of them Wftre now
having "second thoughts" about it, and Baer
said he would insist that civil rights laws be
exempted from any referendum system that is
enacted.

HONOLULU - Freedom of religion i&
the basis for a conservative organization's
recently-filed lawsuit challenging state law
which prohibits employment discrimination
based on sexual orientation.
· The Rutherford Institute of Hawaii, which
credits itself as defending "religious liberty,"
filed the suit in federal court last month,
according to Island Lifestyle magazine.
Naming Gov. John Waihee as the head
defendant, the suit seeks "federal court
protection and to preserve freedoms of
religion, speech, press, and association which
have been restricted by the Hawaii
Legislature's and governor's attempts to
control public and private opinions on the
issue of whether or not homosexuality is
acceptable in our society," according to
Institute attorney James Hochberg.
The Hawaii law was signed by Waihee
March 21, 1991, after what activists described
as a low-key effort to enact a bill, that had
been pending in the state legislature since
1974. Opponents were caught off guard and
mo.unted an unsuccessful last-minute effort to
dissuade the governor from signing the
legislation.
But State Attorney General Warren Price
characterized the suit as "frivolous," state that
the law already allows for exemptions "if
homosexuality violated a basic religious
belief."

INTRAVENOUS DRUG USE
•

Don't share works (needles, syringes, droppers, spoons, cottons, or cookers)'

•

If you must share or re-use works, cleJtll them before and aner each inje('tion as

follows: dip needle and works into bleach, draw up and release three t1111cs. dip needle aTld
works into fresh water, draw up and release three times. In an emergency. ruhhing alcohol
or vodka can be used instead of bleach, or you can boil works tha t are n't plastic in waler
for at least 15 minutes. (Use a fresh solution each time you clean your works.)

GAY RIGHTS COMES UP,
AND GOES DOWN
IN FLORIDA

-

MAINE RESOURCE NUMBERS -

AIDS Line: 207-775-1267 or 800-851-AIDS
AIDS Project, 1bc, Portland , ME: 207-774-6877
AIDS Support Group, Bath, ME: 207-725-4955
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition, Lewiston, ME: 207-795-4029
Augusta Arca IUV + Support Group, Gardiner, ME:· 207-777-170 I (Steve) or
207-371-2147 (Cecilia)
Down East AIDS Network (DEAN), Blue Hill; ME: 207-326-8580 (Tracy)
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC), New York: 212-807-6655
Maine Health Foundation: 207-773-3564
Menymccting AIDS Support Services, Brunswick, ME: 207-725-4955
National AIDS Hotline: 1-800-342-7514
National Minority AIDS Council (NMAC), Washingwn , DC: 202-544-107(,
Rumford/Mexico Arca AIDS Support Group: 207-3369-0259
Support Group for Women with AIDS, ARC, or who arc I IIV +,
Portland, ME: 207-774-6877
Waldo Knox AIDS Coalition, P.O . Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915:. 207-338-1427
Women's AIDS Network, San Francisco: ~15-864-4376

TALLAHASSEE, FL Gay rights
legislation was introduced for the first time in
the Florida legislature last month, but was
voted down twice by a House subcommittee.
The legislation would have amended the
proposed Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 to
add sexual orientation to the list of categories
protected from discrimination.
Following a public hearing at which
supporters and fundamentalist opponents
testified, the Court Systems, Probate and
Consumer Law subcommittee voted on Jan.
27, and again in a reconsideration vote two

lf\HE M•ITl.'f l114Ft.\JU.L•111 ioc.ia.~ Life !!

As the AIDS epidemic continues, it's up to each of us to act responsibly.

continued next page
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HOW TO PIAY SAFER
Only you can decide what risks you are willing to take. Some people use sa fer sex
practices with all their partners. Other people ma ke decisions about the risks th ey arc
willing to take based on their own and their partners' sexual and drug use hi sto ,y and/o r
HIV status. People also make decisions based o n how comfortable they feel negotiating
safer sex in any particular situation. If you and your partner have no t ta lked about past
practices and/or IIIV status, don't ma ke assumptions. (For example. ma ny lesbia ns have
had unprote('ted intercourse with a man in the last ten years.)
• Use a condom whe n fucking. On the condoms. use waler-based luhricm11s like KY .
Oil-based lubricants like Crisco, Vaseline, and bahy nil may make condoms break.
·• Use a condom when sucking dick if your partner is going to come in you r mouth . If
HIV-infected cum or pre-cum ge1s in your mout h, it may get in your bloodstream through
cuts in your gums or sores in your mouth .
• Use dental dams (latex squares) when going down o n a woman if she is havi ng her
period or has a vaginal infection. Menstrual blood and secre ti ons fro m vaginal infect ions
have more HIV than healthy vaginal secretions o r urine . No information has been gathered
about the concentration o f HIV in "female ejaculate."
• Use latex gloves for fisting or finger-fucking if you have a ny so rc·s o r ,·uts nn yo ur
hands.
• Keep semen and blood (including me nstrua l blood and bloocl drnwn frnm piercing.
cutting, or shaving) out of your vagina. anus. mo uth , or breaks in your skin.
• If you share dildos, vibrators, or o ther sex toys. use a new condo m eac h time . or
clean toys with hydrogen peroxide or soap a nd water.
• Alternative insemination may put you al risk . Discuss this risk with potential donors
or sperm banks.
.. Massage, hugging, dirty talk , role-playing, masturbation (solo. with a partner, in a
group) and other activities that don't let blood or semen int o your bloods1rcam arc safe.
.. Alcohol, poppers, or other drugs may lower your ability to make good decisions.
Many people have reported that they have been unable to mainta in safe r sex practices a fter
getting high.
• Good nutrition, lots of rest, exercise, and nonabusc of alcohol and other drugs may
help you fight all illnesses, including AIDS.
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Straight & Narrow

Letters to Editor...

type on page 52 of Newsweek, reflecting
a media still more interested in selling
the "I was a teenage faggot" story. Did
I mention that the whole Newsweek
article barely mentioned anything about
LESBIANS? Save for the mention that
Freud was , a lways foggy on female
sexuality. So, what we are left with is let me make sure I get this right-upwards
of 30% of the psychiatric community
labelling us as · emotionally disturbed,
while upwards of 70% of the psychiatric
community tries to make us feel better
about the first 30%. Something fike a Klu
Klux Klan fund-raising picnic where most
of the profits go toward helping Blacks
cope with the persecution and oppression
of living in America, while a few dollars
are put in a slush fund for sheets and drycleaning. I don' t know that my opinion
of the p s ychiatric community is
improving any, but my feelings toward
them are certain! ygrowing stronger every
day!
I think I'll take all that money I wa s

going to blow on therapy and invest it
into evenings out, champagne, a world
cruise, college education, and a tune-up
for the truck.
WCSH television evening news the
other evening headlined a story about
gay-bashing and hate crime. Oprah
Winfrey's show that same day was angry
wives who have it out with their
husband's gay lovers. It's all tokens.
Token political-correctness. Token
coverage. Tokennewsitem. Tokenissue.
Token concern.
There are countries so anti-female
that the birth of a female child may easily
lead to that child's murder by drowning
or suffocation moments after birth. China
and India are two examples of that kind
of thinking. Strangely, we find that
unconscionable. In the United States,
however, a mother professes to love her
child enough that, if she new she was
giving birth to a gay or lesbian child, she
would end the pregnancy. No doubt out
of token love.•

~~;ri¥D

LESBIAN &

GAY LI TERA TU R:~

·: 637 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MA 02116 (617) 267-3010
I

Mon-Th urs. 9:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 9:30 a. m.- 11 p:m.
Sunday & Holidays 12 noon-9 p. m.

Across From The Boston Public Library, 2nd Floor
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Fried Green Tomatoes
Based upon the Fannie Flagg novel,
Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop
Cafe, this film is similar to a holiday meal
- lots of great stuff, plenty of variety, and
a head ful of happy left-overs to take w ith
you as you leave the theatre.
Kathy Bates is Evelyn Cou ch, a
disenchanted hou sewife married to every
woma n's nightmare: Ed. Evelyn divides
her screen time be tween attending
consciou sness-ra ising classes fo r women
(some of w hich are priceless) and plotth ic ke ning ch a ts w ith N inni e
Threadgoode, (Jessica Tandy) a nursing
home resident with a great past.
The film goes back and for.th between
two plots: the story ofldgie Threadgood,

Valero
Ruth Jamison, and the Whistle Stop
Cafe, and the growing relationship
betweenKathy BatesandJessicaTandy.
Mary Stuart Masterson plays
to mboy Idgie Threadgoode, while
Mary-Louise Parker plays Ruth - the
woman who tries to serve as a "good
influence" in the life of the reckless,
bee-charming Idgie. Their li ves
intertwineintrueSouthernfashionand
the film takes advantage of all the
usual elements-intrigue, murder, good
old boys, Southern nights, the KKK,
seduction, and the classic food fi ght.
There's even one Hell of a barbecue,
but I won' t spoil your appetite if you
haven't seen it.
Mary Stuart Masterson's look is
so fabulous that half-way through the
film I discovered why my eyes were
burning - I hadn't stopped to blink.
Mary-Louise Parker is also delectable,
though in a more understated way.
.You 'II find professional acting
throughout the film, a comfortable
pace, and twoplots for the price of one.
This film gets: ,.- ,.--,.- ,.-

his chosen line of work because he knows
he would face intolerable discrimination
must stop. The tragedy when a gay man
or lesbian marries, thinking it will cure
him or her must stop.
The tragedy of parents disowning
their children must stop. The tragedy of
children not daring to tell their parents
that they are gay or lesbian, of keeping
their lives secret from their families must
stop. The tragedy of gay and lesbian
teenagers killing themselves three time
as often as other teens must stop.
The Maine Lesbian-Gay Political
Alliance will be having it's seventh annual
banquet and dance February 1 at the
Augusta Civic Center. I find each year
that it is the most empowering event I
attend. We expect about 500 people this
year. Can you imagine 500 intelligent,
industrious, competent, educated,
friendly, p roud-to-be-gay men and
lesbians in one room with their friends
and famil y? Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays is making up tables.
Won't you join us?
Our kids are fine just the way they
are. We are committed to keeping families
together.
·
Frances E. Pentlarge
Hallowell

Dear Our Paper:
OUTRIGHT /Central Maine, has two
teenage members who have found it
necessary to leave school this year
because of abuse and harassment.
Teachers and administrators did not
come to their assistance and correct the
behavior of the abusers*. Accordingly,
leaving was their only alternative. Two
other gay students not associated with us
have also left the same school here in
Auburn within the past few months.
We met the young many who
recently made his leaving Lawrence
High School a public issue and it occurs
to me this might be a larger problem
than otherwise believed .
To better grasp the extent of the
problem and explore solutions, we ask
that anyone who has had to leave high
school under similar circumstances,
anywhere in Maine within the past two
years, contact us.

days later, to reject the amendment.
The rejection was by voice vote and
individual votes were not recorded. However,
the Miami Herald, which asked subcommittee
members how they voted, reported that the
tally was 6-4 against the amendment, with one
member refusing to disclose his vote.

TAKE OFF MY
CALVINS?
The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation (GLAAD) is calling to task two
more advertisers who, despite the fact that
gay people make up a huge share of their
market, refuse to advertise in gay magazines
or newspapers: The Gap stmes and Calvin
Klein.
Calvin Klein has cultivated gay customers
with homoerotic ads, all the time denying that
his near-naked men in seductive poses are
meant to attract gay men!
Whether you feel that these ads are a step
forward (including gay imagery in mainstream
advertising) or not, Klein's ongoing refusal to
advertise in gay publications means he
exploits us for his gain while refusing to
support our financially-strapped publications.
Write both Calvin Klein, President, and
Barry Scwartz, Chairman, Calvin Klein, Inc.,
205 W. 39th St., New York, NY 10018.
The Gap (which also owns Banana
Republic stores), is a nationwide chain which
cultivates a hip, contemporary image. Gays
and lesbians helped make The Gap the huge
success it is today, but while the chain enjoys
gay dollars if treats the gay press like a
pariah. Write Donald Fisher, Chairman and
CEO, The Gap, Inc., P.O. Box 60, San Bruno,
CA 94066.

JEWISH MOVEMENT
BACKS GAY RIGHTS
Leaders of the Reconstructionist
movement of Judaism have called for "full
and complete equality of homosexuals in
Jewish life," including same-sex marriage.
Valerie Kaplan, president of the 50,000member Reconstructionist Federation, said
the movement's "core principle .. .is that
peoplehood unites us all; this declaration on
gays and lesbians flows out of that."

MEDIA AWARDS
COMPETITION

Sincerely,
Raymond Robichaud
OUTRIGHT /Central Maine
P.O. Box 802 4
Auburn, ME 04212
*See related article in Maine Gayzette

The Gay and Lesbian Press Association is
currently seeking nominations for the Best of
1991 Media Awards Competition. Submission
deadline is March 16. For information about
the 20 categories, rules, and submission
requirements, call or write: GLPA Awards
Program, P.O. Box 8185, Universal City, CA
91608-0185, 818-902-1476.

Support
Those
. Who ·
Support
Us.
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HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING
· Voluntary -- Anonymous -- Low Cost
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address you r concern s about possible infection w ith t he Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)°, To schedule a counseling session call:
775-1267 (Portland) or1-800-851-AIDS (2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5,
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 1-o-1. Note: Counseling
and tesUng is by appointment only.

Beech Hill Hospital is a non-profit
in-patient treatment facility f or the
treatment of chemical dependency.

• Our program recognizes the special needs of the Gay and
Lesbian patient with emphasis on creating a safe and
supportive environment
• Involves fami ly and significant other
·• Aftercare Planning for ongoing recovery
For more information call:

1-800-THE-HILL
With pride in y
you can apprec
· differ.euces in

•

'

775-6598

KAREN M(l)LVIG, Psy .D.
Clinical Psychologist , Licensed

Familiet

roO a

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.

a1Cohol

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

ab'U se
Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
Portland. Maine 04103

S exuality

CECILIA LELAND, L.C .S.W.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
PSYCHOT HERAPY
Individual , Couples, Groups
582-1559

103 Brunswick Avenue

207-775-1849

Gardiner, ME 04.3_4g

142 High Street, Suite 318
Portland , ME 04101
'
.

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Licensed Cli nical Social Worker

Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.

Recove ry Iss ues
Wom en's Iss ues
Sexual Abuse
Treatm ent

Couple Counseling
Individual and Group Therapy

Individual , Cou pl e
Group. Fam ily
Psychoth era py

(207) 775-7927
-----,

2.12 St. John S1rcc1. Suj1e 220. l'orlland. ME ll<I IU2
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COUNSELING CENTER

Joa.n~e H. Clarey, Ed.D.
V1v1an Wadas, M.A.
(207) 871-0377

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
Trea tment for:
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

75 7 Congress Street • Portland, Maine 04102
L_

-~

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

477 Congress Street• Por tland, ME 04101

BELLVILLE

COUNSELING
~ - - - -A s soc I Ar Es
OF MAINE

Seferlis and Trottier

Counseling & Hypnotherapy
individuals, couples, groups

We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy,
couples counseling, addictions, co-dependency, ACOA and
alcohol-related issues.
You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional,
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment.
Call us. We are here to help. Insurance
reimbursable by most companies.
For further information: (207) 729-8727

222 St. John Street
Portland, Me
04101

16

Tel:

871-8134

8 Stanwood Street, P.O. llox 186. Drul'\Swick. ME 04011-0186 (207) 729-8727
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How do I write a personal Ad?
Let your imagination run wild!
Wrong: Middle-age, middle of the road collection
agency worker voted most likely to "Get the Dough."
L~oking for someone who pays her bills on time.
Write: Motivational engineer just hitting the prime
of her life has decided that a relationship is long
overdue! Sparkling conversationalist, people have
been known to pay for the pleasure of an occasional
call from me! I'll teach you the FAX of life!
Our Paper Offers Free Personal Ads in April!

12 - MISCELLANEOUS

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE TO SHARE
APARTMENT. Female or male. $65. weekly; pay
half of telephone. If interested call 782-8724.

PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA! America's Gay
retirement capital and mecca for new (renewed)
careers! Relaxed lifestyle. Friendly, tolerant
atmosphere amidst international destination
resorts! For free inf0rmation call/write: Stewart
McCloud, TLC Services, P.O . Box 3337, Palm
Springs, CA 92263 (169) 343-1220(PA4l

GWF SEEKS SAME TO SHARESPACIOUS3 BR
APT. in Bangor. Only $300/mo., W/D. Call now!
(evenings) 942-4166. (PA4)

16 - APARTMENT TO SHARE
OR RENT

MOVE TO HAWAII with an attractive 30something professional man. Looking for a
warm, loving, committed relationship with a
slim, attractive, bisexual femme who will have
me as her only man and also keep herself
emotionally and sexually fulfilled with womyn.
(I 'll be away about half the time.) Seeking a
mate, not a mistress, and ideally a genuine
menage a trois -a household of three-with lots
of womyn friends. (Ple.i.se, no drugs/alcohol/
legal/other crises.) I'm very liberal, feminist,
pro-gay (but hetero) and love to massage,
tickle, • and otheFWise pleasurably stimulate
womyn, especially with a little help from our
friends. Seriously, I need womyns' company,
trust, friendship, and affection -plus an escape
from men and hetero/bi/ homophobic people.
I'm healthy and HIV negative, not wealthy
($50,000/yr) but financially secure, certainly not
wise but smart enough to know it. Love to hear
from you. Gary. 1115 Sartori Ave. , Box 217,
Torrance, CA 90501-2226_.310-515-3347.

PROFESSIONAL WANTED TO SHARE HOME
WITH 2 YOUNG PROFESSIONAL GWMS. Will
have own entrance and furnished Eving groom.
Rent plus utilities. Cal) after 5:00, 646-5859.
(PA3)
~
GM SEEKS SAME TO SHARE HOUSE NEAR
OCEAN. Canoe, fi3h, and hike outside front
door. Bath area. $200. Will consider carpentry
work in ' lieu of rent. 371-2888. (PAS)
LESBIAN HOUSEMATF. WANTED. Non-smoker
pref. Sabattus, ME. $220/month. 15 min . from
Bates College. 375-6278.IPAS)

Our Paper is

subscribe
your paper

subscribe
keep us strong

subscribe

P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104

20 - FEMALE PERSONALS

GWF WANTS A LIFETIME COMMITMENT. If
you're not into the bar scene and head games
I'm the one for you . I enjoy dancing, intellectual
conversation and a good sense ·of humor. I'm
attractive, down to earth, and in my early 30's.
I'm looking for the same, 25-40.I never thought
I'd run an ad, but I believe my match is out
there somewhere. Write to Advertiser# 309, c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PAS)
GWF - WOMAN 18 WITH 32 YEARS
EXPERIENCE seeks confident, compassionate,
sensitive playmate with spark in her eyes. Write
to Advertiser # 310, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
ARE YOU SLEEPING SINGLE AND A DOUBLE
BED LIKE I AM? 30-40fire sign or Scorpio fem
but butch in the right place? We could play well
together. I'm 40 years young and fun . Write to
Advertiser# 311, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
SETTLED, CUDDLY, FUN LOVING GF, 44, seeks
stable, non-smoking, GF for soulmate. Children
okay. Phone number please. Write to Advertiser
# 316, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland,
ME 04104. (PA4)
LESBIAN, EARLY 50s, LOOKING FOR SAME for
friendship and companions. Like walks on
beach, camping,
home-cooked dinners.
Smokers okay; no drugs. Write to Advertiser #
313, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA4)
LIGHTING DANCES, DAYBREAK, RAIN on a
tinroof, fresh cut hay, moist soil. I'm looking for
a friend, a lover, a woman that'll let me be me
and enjoy the simple things of life. Write to
Advertiser# 312, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
SPRING STIRS AT THE LOINS OF THIS
MOODY, BLOATED BITCH. I seek others like
myself. You: hate walks on the beach, gag at
romantic fireside evenings., crave chocolate at
that special time of the month. Me: Hysterical
Angry Girl. Box 5031, Portland, ME 04101 .
lF SEEKS OTHER lF 25-35 Looking for
feminine, attractive, mature woman to have
good times and get to know for possible
relationship in NH seacoast. Write to Advertiser
# 115, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland,
ME 04104. (PA3)

CHARMING, ATTRACTIVE !..ESBIAN, 41 , with
good sense of humor and style, seeks similarly
charming lesbians :or friendship a,1d perhaps
more. Honesty and personal integrity a must.
Write to Advertiser # 307, c/o Our Paper, P.O .
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)

LESBIAN COUPLE SEEKS OTHER COUPLES
Lesbian couple new to Dover-Foxcroft Milo or
Sebec looking for other gay couples for
socializing. Write to Advertiser # 111 , c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104 . .
(PA3)

WANTED: PROFESSIONALLESBIANS,MID-30s
ANDUPwhoenjoy hiking , skiing, snowshoeing,
or a picnic at the beach. Central Maine fun
group forming in the Augusta/Waterville/
Winthrop/Belgrade area. Send name, address,
and phone number with your interest to
Advertiser# 318, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)

L.SF, OLDER PERSON, WOULD LIKE TO MEET
OTHER L.SWFfor friendship to have good times
with . Like sports. NS. Reply to P.O. Box ~
Gray, Maine 04039. (PA4)

THIS SAUCY, SASSY, SMART, SEXY, SWEET
smilin', sensitive, spirited lesbian is seeking
woman to savor a friendship, perhaps simmer
with love. I am seven x six, self-aware, semipolitical , secure, soulful, and sociable. I like the
sizzle of the city and the serenity of the woods.
My serenades are sincere. I'm setting my own
script. Scurry! The sky and the sea are reserved
for you and me. Write to Advertiser # 308 , c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA4)

21 - MALE PERSONALS
TO ANYONE WHO RESPONDED TO
ADVERTISER#601 : Due to his declining health
over the summer leading to his death in early
October, he was not able to answer a lot of the
responses he received . This is just to let you
know you r letters were not being ignored. A
friend. IPA3)

ATTENTION ADVERTISER #950 Contact Our
Paper Classifieds if you want your responses.
GM, 28, LOOKING FOR ROOMMATES to
establish a vegetarian, affordable cooperative
household in the Lewiston-Auburnarea. Write to
Advertiser# 301, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
OUTRAGEOUS MAN, creative, loving and
loveable, desires energetic, free spirited
youthful companion, bent on a creative life.
Write to Advertiser # 304, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
SPERM DONER NEEDED! I am a financially
secure, 30+ years old Lesbian who has always
wanted to parent; always wanted to be
pregnan~. If you have ever thought about beirig
a b1olog1cal father or more, please write to
Advertiser# 317, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA4).
GWM, 30 GRAD STUDENT, attractive,
conservative in style, liberal otherwise. Seeks
similar, 26-40,non-smoker,HIV+ okay. Write to
Advertiser# 314, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
YOUNG MALE, 25, 5'10", 165 lbs., healthy, not
into bar scene. Seeks a one-to-onariendship or
relationship with an older man (40+) who can
teach this young man to enjoy life to the fullest.
You must be healthy, trim, and disease-free.
Write to Advertiser # 302, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
GWM, 23, 5'8", 150 LBS. Fun-loving grad
student is fishing the placid waters of Casco
Bav. Into Beethoven and Madonna, enjoys
Calvin & Hobbes and Camus. Happy being gay
and out. Seeking same sort, age 21-30, for
honest relationship. Write to Advertiser# 306,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PAS)
GWM, CHEM FREE, NON-SMOKER,33, TALLTHIN, neatly trimmed looking to meet an
honest, open, and caring man who is interested
in a friendship. I like the simple things in life
and have a positive outlook. I enjoy nature and
the outdoors, dancing, talking, .and quiet times.
Write to me about you. Photo, please. Write to
Advertiser# 305, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA3)
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR FRIENDSHIP AND
LOTS , OF SEX? Professional, intelligent,
handsome, athletic dude seeks many, 30+, into
skiing, hiking, travel, and fun! Write; include
picture and sperm count! Write to Advertiser#
303, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA4)
GWM, YOUNG, ACTIVE, ADVENTUROUS
looking for same 25 and under seeking casual
companion/friend. I'm into snowboarding, ww
kayaking, and other outdoor sports. Will teach.
Like someone sincere. No S&M. Not a sex ad.
Me: trim, fi_t, defined - You too. Like intimacy
and intensity. Playful, caring, and intelligent.
Write to Advertiser# 113, c/o Our Paper, P.O .
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA6)
GWF TO GWM OR GWM COUPLE - NEW TO
SEXUAL PLAY Safe sex only, no drug use, no
HIV. Body builders ok, chubbies ok, no S & M.
Write to Advertiser #1205, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA3)
SOUTHERN ME AREA GWM 40ish EDUCATED
young at heart, stable, secure, liberal and
open-minded. Looking for same 25-45. I'm
tired of being alone and bars are no fun either.
Discretion used at all times. Write to Advertiser
#1204, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland ,
ME 04104. (PA3)
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l'M 35, 5'11', 150 LBS., brown hair/eyes,
moustache. Eccentric but nice. Love theater.
Am in local productions. Good looking. Looking
to meet people. Moustaches and muscles
welcome. Gabriel Chasse, 76 Spruce St.,
Portland, ME 04102. (PA4)

NEW HAMPSHIRE MAN/COUPLES WANTED.
26 years old, 5'10", 150 lbs., br/gr looking for
older {30+) men with beards or mustaches in
Manchester, Concord, or Nashua. Write to Chris
at 26 South Main Street #164, Concord, NH
03301 . (PA4)

KATJlliDIN, Spring & High Street, Portland.
(207) 774-1740. Mon.-Thurs.: 5 p.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. : 5 p.m. -11 p.m. Bring yourself,
your partner, your friends, and the family - but
most of all bring your appetite. You 'll need it at
Katahdin, Portland's favorite new restaurant.

CAREER ORIENTED BIWM, 31 -5'8", 140 lbs.
Clean, discreet, & drug free. Enjoy NP French
and love Rec Grk. Seek healthy GM/GF & Bis.
Write Steve, P.O. Box 175, Oob, ME 04064.

SON WANTED! GWM, 48, healthy, secure,
loving, sexual, hard working. lnio leather, travel ,
arts, etc. Seek same in GM , trim, 21-38. Let's
share. P.O. Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073
(PA3)
MASSAGE GIVEN BY A GWM will help you
relax. I also have given to straight guys. Call
795-0984, 7 am - 7 pm please. (PA 3)

29 -FOOD

SO. ME GWM, 48, healthy, secure, loving,
sexually adventure, hard working. Into leather,
travel, arts, etc. Seek friends and partner. P.O.
Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073. (PA4)
BOY WANTED, NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY,
by senior gem: fit, sophisticated, witty,
historian/writer. YOU : under 35, athletic, clean ,
funny , healthy, non-hairy, educa,ted preppie.
OBJECT: long-term affair. Letter, photo only
gets my reply. Box 5301 , Portland, ME 04101 .
(PA4}
HONEST,RESPONSIBLE,NON-SMOKINffiUY,
35, seeks steamy friendship with similar
younger man. Writer is strong, handsome and
kind, unburdened by alcohol and drugs, enjoys
conversation, books, movies, hiking and
alternative energy. Please write T.B., Box 1277,
Conway, NH 03818. (PA4)
GWM, 21, 5'11·, BR/BR, SUM, has a mind for
intelligent conversation, a soul full of energy,
and a body for sin. I'm looking for a mature, not
always politically correct, aggressive guy and
friendship plus. Interest include cycling, working
out (just started), racquetball, reading, dining,
candlelight showers, and 7 Write to: POB 9715274, Portland, ME 04104. (PA4)
MASTER SEEKS: SLAVE/LOVER/REN'TER (1836). $285./mo. Private house. Kittery. Ron 4394680. 9- 11 a.m. (PAS)

GM, BEARDED, TAll. lHIN, HAIRY, BALD, 35
AND SEXY. Seeks 100%, GM , proud, open,
secure with their sexuality and lifestyle, who are
not influenced by ignorant, closed minded
people, substance free, must have sense of
humor, enjoy conversation, life, ''the clubs",
dancing and want to experience vibeology. If
you cannot find your way out of the proverbial
closet you need not respond. All others send
name, letter, and phone to P.O. Box 6101 ,
Falmouth, ME 04105. (PA4)
GWM TO SHARE FRIENDSHIP AND OUTDOOR
ENJOYMENT. ME: 38, 5'11 ", 240, Br/ Br, beard,
loving , caring, vers. , experimental, HIV-. You :
slim, 18-40, new to scene okay. 947-7112.
(PA4)

rrs SPRING (ALMOST) -GROW WITH ME! 26
year old GM seeks similar guys, Portland-South
for good times. 140 lbs/Br/Bl. Into alt music,
travel, aesthetics, and new experiences. Write
to: Steve, P.O. Box 1199, Portsmouth, NH
03802. (PA4)
SPANKING FOR BAD BOYS. Young , masculine
GOM seeks clean-shaven WM , 18-40 needing
discipline. Photo? Pen-pals okay. P.O. Box
1361 , Boston, MA 02104 (PA4)
You : GWM , 24-35,professional, handsome, fit,
sincere, frank , friendly, down to earth, sense of
humor. Comfortable with sexuality, aware that
being gay can make you a better person.
Looking to meet decent, quality people. Me:
GWM , 24, grad student, attractive, in shape,
sincere, honest, wacky sense of humor. Diverse
interests, including: politics, sports (working
out), out of doors, movies, art, theater. I like
who I am, you should like who you are. Please
- write about yourself and include photo (photo
not determinative, though). 45 Falmouth St. ,
#2E. Portland, ME 04103. (PA4)
MEANINGFULRELATIONSHIP,GWM, early 40s,
in shape. Good looking, 5'7", 145 lbs., Br/Br.
Enjoy working out, dancing, beaches. 35/45.
P.O. Box 394, Auburn , ME 04212. Photo
please. (PA4)
WHERE ARE ALL lHE FEMS? GWM, 40,
attractive, seeks fems any age for loving
relationship/friendship.
Pref. both. Write
Hershey, 19 Anderson St., Portland, ME 04101
(PA4}
GWM & BGM STIFF NECK, TIRED MUSCLES
NEED TO RELAX - Try full pr partial body
message. Call 375-4622, ask for Oliver, 8 a.m.
to 9 p .m. Tues. or Wed. or Thurs. 4 p.m. to 9
p.m. (PA4)
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· TEXAN, 21, GWM, GIVES RUBDOWNS Call
795-09847 am-7pm only. Ask for Chris. (PA3)
2 GM, ZT, BELGIAN, WANTT0°CORRESPOND
WITH U.S. GMS UNDER 30 single or in couples,
planning to visit U.S. next year, willing to show
Belgium to visitors in return . Photo please.
Write: Eric Demol/Bernard Crepin, Av. Dr.
Zamenhof 22/37, B-1070 Brussels, BELGIUM .
(PA3)

23-BUSINESS
TIES

OPPORTUNI-

24-WANTED
21 YEAR OLD WANTS A JOB. Cook, clean , do
windows. Love kids and pets. A Jack of All
Trades. No Driver's license. Flexible in both
hours and pay. Tammy Burrill, 61 Turner Street,
Portland, ME 04101 . (PA4}

25 - VIDEOS/FILMS
VIDEOPORT - Portland's largest selection of
videos. 151 Middle Street, Lower Lobby,
Portland, Maine 04101 . Open 7 days a week.
(207) 773-1999.
RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA 13 Railroad
Squ are, Waterville, ME 04901 . {207) 873- 6526.
Call for schedule.

PORTLAND GREENGROCER, 87 Market Street,
Portland. {207) 761-9232.ln the Old Port. Fresh
produce with many holiday specials.

30 - HOTELS/INNS/
lrlON RENTALS

VACA-

HIGHLANDS INN - A LESBIAN PARADISE!
Charming 20-roominn on 100 scenic mountain
acres. Heated pool, hot tub, hikinq/skiing trails,
yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. Box
1180:P, Bethlehem, NH 03574 (603) 869-3978 .
Grac,e, Innkeeper. (PA1292)

32 - BOOKS/CARDS
GLAD DAY BOOKSHOP. Lesbian and Gay
literature,· 673 Boylston Street, Boston, MA
021 16 {617) 267-3010.Across from the Boston
Public Library, 2nd floor. Hours: Mon.-Sat.9:30
AM -11 :00 PM . Sundays: Noon -9 PM .
DROP ME A LINE, 144 High St., Portland.
773··5547. Hours are Mon. - Fri. 11 am - 6 pm,
Sat. 11 am -5 pm. Help us celebrate our most
recent endeavor. We now offer a sampling of
gay and lesbian literature and magazine. Meet
author/editor John Preston, Sat., April 4 at 3
p.m. Copies of his newly-released books Flesh
and the Word, Home Towns, and The Big Gay
Book will be available.
LAUIGHING MOON - Books for the Spirit. Main
Street, P.O. Box 1084, Damariscotta, ME 04543
(207) 563-5537.

33 - DANCE
GOTTA DANCE, Inc., A Dance Center

26 - FLORISTS
I LOVE FLOWERS. 19 Pleasant Street, Portland ,
Maine 04010. (207) 774-5882.

27 - BOTANICALS
AVENA BOTANI~ P.O. Box 365, West
Rockport, ME 04864. (207) 594-0694. Send
$1 .00 for catalog. Wildcrafted and organically
grown herbal remedies. Herb walks, slide
shows, workshops and Flower Essence
Consultations. Deb Soule, Herbalist.

34 - NEWS AND INFORMATION
THE NATIONAL AIDS INFORMATION
CLEARINGHOUSE;
1-800-458- 5231 .
A
centralized resource fo r information on
HIV/AIDS programs, services and materials. A
service of the U.S. Department of Health .and
Human Services Public Health Service and
Centers for Disease Control.

36 - HAIR STYLISTS

28 - JEWELERS
29 - RESTAURANTS
PLANET5, 27 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine.
(207) 828-0112. Daily dinner and appetizer
specials. Random grazing for herbivores;
vegetarian meals in a bowl. Whole rock stock
pot; galaxy pizzeria. Beam in and join our
stellar staff for an enterprisingly good time.

WOODFORDS CAFE, 129 Spring Street,
Portland, Maine 041901 . (207} 772-1374.

FEHRANTE, 30 Exchange St. , 2nd Floor, Old
Port, Portland - (207) 772-1212. The staff of
SALON 316 are proud to announce the opening
of our new salon. Your committed patronage
and referrals has assisted in our expansion and
relocation. Free parking

.lf!I - REAL ESTATE
MAJNE HOME SEARCH, INC., Gloria S.
Krallman. (207) 442-7061 . Buying? Selling?
Dreaming? Person to person real estate visits to
your home anywhere in Maine to discuss your
real estate needs.

lHE SQUARE CAFE in the lobby of Railroad
Square Cinema. Next to Burger King, 13
Railroad Square, Waterville. 873-5900.
Tues-Sun,11 am -10 pm.

SUSAN NADEAU, REAL ESTATE BROKER, P.O.
Box 586, Searsport, ME 04974 (207) 548-2280.
(PAS)

A-1 DINER, 3 Bridge Street, Gardiner. (207)
561-4604.

4C) - MASSAGE/BODYWORK

WALTER'S CAFE, 15 Exchange St. in the Old
Port. (207) 871-9258. Has Walter lost his
marbles? You be the judge ... First, he sautes
julienned strips of plump, boneless chicken
breast in butter with white wine and fresh cream
then adds tangy Genoa salami and a few other
choice secret ingredients and tosses it all
together with a curly ribbon pasta. Making you
crazy? Then stop by and try one of the creative
new dishes on our menu. See vou soon!

ECLECTIC MASSAGE AND BODY WORK:
Relaxing, energizing - reduces stress-related
tension and pain. Sliding scale. Certified. Susan
)
Reed, 772-0320. (PA3
DR:. KAREN DANKO, Holistic Chiropractor and
Nalturopath. Acute, chronic, and wellness care.
Adult and children. 475 Stephens Street,
Portland, Maine 04103. (207) 775-6598.

POLARnYlHERAPY, Willow Femmechild, R.N .
Bodywork to balance life energies for tJealing
and well-being. Portland, Maine (207) 8742932.
PHYSICAL lHERAPY FOR WOMEN WITH
CHRONIC PAIN AND/OR HISTORIES OF
ABUSE Using the techniques of ,Myofascial
Release, a mild and gentle form of stretching
that has a profound effect on the body tissues.
A total body approach which is hands-onwork
geared to each women's needs and goals.
Treatments offered at Mt. Vernon location or on
home-visit basis. Sliding fee scale; insurance
reimbursable. Barbara Bostad, R.P.T. , Mt.
Vernon, ME. For more information: 293-9288.
lHERAPEUTIC MASSAGE FOR WOMEN. Relax
and rejuvenate in comfortable environment.
March Special:
$20.00. Melissa Oliphant,
Licensed Massage Therapist, Portland Maine
(207) 879-1572.(PA3)
LAUREL MORAN - Expressive sound and
bodywork. P.O. Box 1031 , Damariscotta, ME
04513 (207) 563- 1668.
BETH KOEHLER, Licensed Massage Therapist,
Certified Polarity Therapist. Walk in Balance
with Life. Kimball Health Center, 333 Lincoln St. ,
Savo, ME 04072. For Appointment call 207284-9594.

41 -COUNSELING/THERAPY
ALCOHOLISM
TV AND TS SUPPORT GROUP. A support group
for TV and TS is trying to start up in the

northern area of Maine. If you 'd like more
information write to: J.L., Box 692, Brewer, ME
04412. (PA4)
LESBIAN COUNSELING GROUP - On -going
weekly counseling group for women who wish
1
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Portland. Cost is $70/morith. The group will be
co - led by Lisa Bussey, M.A., CEDT and Rachel
Sager, M.A. RSAC. For more informatio n please
call 775-79 2 7 and :"' leav e m essag e.
Confidentiality respected.
IRENE COX, LICENSED CLINICAL SOCIAL
WORKER Psychotherapy for individu als,
couples, families. Evening and weekend
appointm e nt s
av a ilabl e . In sura nc e
207-453 -4403.
Reimbursable. Fairfield, ME
PA4
BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF
MAINE announcing groups with openings for
gay men dealing with co-depen dency, ACOA,
sexual abuse and addiction issues; men and
women dealing with sex and love addiction
issues. 8 Stanwood Street, P.O. Box 186,
Brunswick , Maine
04011-0186 . (207)
729-8727.
TOWARDS A MORE POSmVE GAY IDENTnY A support group for men dealing .with issues of
coming out; relationships; personal growth; and
mutual support. Monday mornings lrom
fro m
10:30- 12:00, Wednesday evenings
5:30-7:00 . .f or more inform ation , call
772-1307.
PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND
GAYS (PFLAG) P.O. Box 2080, Gr'~· Island ,
1'?07 )
Brunswick, ME 04011 . (207) 725- s
729-0519.
LESBIAN CODEPENDENCY GROUP now
accepting new members. Contact: Lucy C.
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center, 477
Congress St., Suite 410, Portland, ME 04101.
(207) 761-9096.
WOMEN SURVIVORSDISCUSSIONGROUP An
on-going, open and facilitated weekly women
survivors discu ssion group for adult women
survivors of childhood sexual abuse/incest is
now forming at WOMENSPACE COUNSELING
CENTER in Portland. Suggested sliding scale
fee is $7 -$10 per group meeting . For more
information call Vivian Wadas, M.A. at
871-0377.
WOMEN'S GROUP on sex and relationship
codependency. Led by Keziah Hinchen M.A.,
L.S.A.C. in Portland. 871-8117or 443-4533.
LESBIAN GROUP on codependency. Led by
Keziah Hinchen M.A., L.S.A.C. in Bath.
871-8117 or 443-4533.
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4 - AIDS/HIV COUNSELING

46 - POLITICAL GROUPS

PWA COALITION OF MAINE 337 Cumberland
Ave. Portland. 773-8500.

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL AWANCE,
P.O. Box 232, Hallowell, ME 04347. We're
working for change . . . You can make it
·
happen!

THE NAMES PROJECT
Portland. 774-2198.

P.O.

Box 4319 ,

47
ELECTRIC/
REFRIGERATION/
CARPENTRY

RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT
GROUP c/o Community Aids Awareness
Program, {207)369-0259. Group meets Monday
evenings at the Mexico Congregational Church
(the "Green Church") from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30

.m.

ROBERT MEADER - COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIALRefrigeration, electrical inspecting
and instruction, Boothbay to Ogunquit north to
Rangeley, 1-800-734-4447.

DIGNITY/MAINE An organization of Gay and
Lesbian Catholics which meets in Portland and
Bangor. Dignity/Maine,
P.O. Box 8113,
Portland , ME 04401 . Dignity/Bangor, PO Box
2157, Bangor, ME 04401.

HANDY WOMEN UNLIMITED -Bobby-Lu Ellis,
Lil LaRose. Portland and surrounding area.
Dependable, references, free estimates. Call
625-4879.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING.
Voluntary-Anonymous-Low Cost. The AIDS
Project offers trained counselors to answer your
questions and address concerns about possible
infection with Human Immunodeficiency Viru s
(HIV). To schedule a counseling session call
(207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m. to noon
and 1:OO p .m. to 5:00 p.m. ; Monday and
Wednesday eveninqs between 6:00 p .m. to 9:00
p.m. NOTE: Counseling and testing is done
by appointment only.

48 - CPA
ROBERT LIGHTFOOT, CPA, (207) 797-0466.

49 - ATTORNEYS/LAW

43 - RELIGION

MILES D. FRIEDEN , LEGAL COUNSEL Law for
PO Box 331 Mt. Ephraim Rd.,
people.
Searsport, ME 04974. (207) 548-6689 .

"A COMMON BOND" (Gay and Lesbian (ex-]
Jehovas' Witnesses), P.O. Box 405, Ellwood
City, PA 16117-0405. (412) 758-0704. Mutual
support group formed for gay and lesbian
Jehova's Witnesses who have been
excommunicated because of their sexuality.

50 -POTTERY
STUDI0132, 132 Washington Avenue, Portland.
772-4334. Beginning and advanced classes;
children's classes; weekend workshops ; kiln
and studio rental. Come play in the clay as we
pinch, slab, and throw.

EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL
Christian
Scientists supporting lesbians and gay men.
PO Box 581, Kentfield, CA 94914, or call {4-1·5)
485-1881 .

51 - MARKETING/MEDIA

44 - CLUBS/BARS
52 - PHOTOGRAPHY
SPORTMAN'SATHLETIC CLUB, 2 Bates Street,
Lewiston, Maine 04240. Second Floor Balcony
Bar and Dance Floor (207) 2251 .

ALLEN WARD STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHER Serving the gay community. Phone 207-8549363 and leave a message. Rush service
available.

PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine,
Tuesday-Saturday, 7-1 (207) 623- 4041 .
THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street, Portland.
(207) 773-3315.

53 - BUSINESS SERVICES

BLACKSTONE'S. 6 Pine Street, Portland. {207)
772-9244.

WOMENPOWER SERVICES. House painting,
house cleaning, odd jobs. Have truck, will haul;
recyclables, trash, and more. Dependable! Call
Judy at (207) 883-3863 . (PA3)

SIDETRAXX; 34 Temple Street, Waterville, ME
(207) 873-5610. Open Wednesday - Sunday,
8:00 p .m.-1 :00a.m. A non-discriminatory bar.
JHE ALTERNATIVE, 1425
Lewiston. (207) 782-4242.

Lisbon

55 - NEW AGE/SPIRITUALITY

Street,
ENCHANTMENTS, the shop that's gone beyond
what Wizards dream with four full rooms of
Rainbows and Magic! ! 16 McKown St. ,
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538. (207) 633-4992.

THE RIVERFRONT, 193 Broad Street, Bangor,
Maine O 4 4 O 1 . ( 2 o 7) 9 4 7 -1 2 1 3.
Wednesday-Sunday7:00 p.m.-1 :OO a.m.
THE UNICORN, 57 Center Street, Portland.
(207) 879-0645.

58 -MUSIC

THE CHART ROOM SALOON, 117 Spring
Street, Portland. (207) 774-9262.

AMADEUS MUSIC, 332 Fore Street, Portland,
ME 04101 . 207-772-8416Uncommon records,
tapes, and C.D.s.

THE NEW FRONTRUNNER, Manchester Civic
Club, 490 Chestnut Street, Manchester, NH
(603) 623-6477.

60 - MEDICAL RESOURCES

SABATOS. 29 Forest Avenue (behind Zootz),
Portland, ME 04101 .

WOMEN'S CHOICE health and family planning
resources for women.
500 Forest Ave.,
Portland. (207) 874-1099.

Are you gay and under 22 years old7

~IGHT .

..

PorUancl Alliance of Gay & l.5>iall Youth
P.O. Sox 5028, Station Ii
Portland. Maine 04101

· : ~ For more lnfonnation. caU Ingraham VOUlteerS.
Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 24-hour hotline!

-orlf)Ou're 18 or under, )'OU can also call Dial-KIDS: 774-TALK

SUPPORT

SPECIAL EVENTS - FUN

INFORMATION

FAMILY PRACTICE - GWENDOLYN L O'GUIN,
D.O.
AdulVPediatric Medicine - Office
Gynecology - Manipulation - Preventative
Medici ne. 22 St John St. , Suite #322, Portland.
871-1300.

Coming Up

BEECH HILL HOSPITAL - HELP FOR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
For more
information call: 1-800-THE-HILL.
BRUCE KENNEY D.O. - CERTIFIED FAMILY
PRACTICE Comprehensive care for individuals
and families. 97 India St. , Portland, ME 04101 .
774-5800.

66 - COUNSELING
GROUP COUNSELING SESSIONS FOR GAY
WOMEN. Self acceptance, assertiveness
training, personal growth. J. Bunker, M.Ed.,
. Counselor.
Relationships, Communication
Skills, Addictions, Assertiveness Training, Gay
Issues, Personal Growth, Self-Acceptance.
Bangor, ME 947-1022.

~ April is a Drag. We'll take
ook at the art of drag!

T Condom sense • Where els
ould you expect to find
"stealth condom"? · the Old Po
ay never be the same!
T Symposium XIX update!

T The Straight & Narrow
T Book Reviews

LISA S. BUSSEY, M.A., C.E.D.T.Couples
Counseling, Individual and Group Therapy, 232
St. John Street, Suite 220, Portland, Maine
04102 (207) 775-7927.

Going Down
• Personal Ads are free for
April! There is a $2 charge
for the mailbox, get the de·
tails on page 17!

VICTORIAZAVASNIK,Ph.D. Licensed Substance
Abu se Counselor. Back Cove Counseling
Center. , 527 Ocean Avenue, Portland, Maine
04103. (207) 775-6598.
KEZIAH HINCHEN M.A., LS.A.C. Sex and
relationship dependency groups for lesbians,
men, women. Individual and couples work
around sexual abuse, eating disorders,
alcoholism, and codependency. 846-4748.
FREDERICK B. WOLF, M.Div., S.T.D . Pastoral
counseling , 477 Congress Street, Suite 1003,
Portland, Maine 04101 . (207) 772-1307.

Don't Forget ...
T Our Paper has a new P.O.
Box number! Please mail item$
to: Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104.

PATRICIASMITH, RN, C. Psychiatric Counselor.
Individuals, couples, groups, cancer counseling.
Relaxation and imagery -Writing as a healing
journey. The Center for Health and Healing: a
holistic group of independent practitioners. 17
(207)
Masonic St. , Rockland, ME 04841 .
594-0752.
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER Treatment for:
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency-·
Individuals, groups and couples. Lucy C.
Chudzik, Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor.
477 Congress St., Portland. (207) 761- J096.
KAREN MOLVIG, Psy.D. AND CECILIA LELAND,
L.C.S.W. Psychotherapy for individuals and
groups. 103 Brunswick Avenue,· Gardiner, ME
04345. 582-1559.
WOMENSPACE COUNSELING CENTER Vivian
Wadas, M.A. 757 Congress St., Portland.
871-0377.
NORMA KRAUS EULE, MSW, LCSW Licensed
Clinical Social Worker.
Psychotherapy for
individuals and groups. 10 Minot Ave., Auburn ,
ME 04210. 784-8747.
VINCENT LUSCHAS, LC.S.W., A.C.S.W.,
PSYCHOTHERAPIST. Individuals and Couples.
Evening hours available. Insurance accepted.
207-799-7279.
PAULETTE M. BONNEAU, LC.S.W, Licensed
Clinical Social Worker. 142 High Street, Suite
318, Portland, ME
04101 . 207-775-184!
Recovery issues, women's issues, sexual abuse
treatment, individual, couple, group, family
psychotherapy.

~

WHAT'S YOUR TYPE?

67 - MAIL ORDER

You'll find him on
CONNECTIONS USA
TALKING PERSONALS

SPELLBOUND - GAY/OCCULT BOOKS AN[
MERCHANDISE Catalog $2.00. sPEusovo P.O
Box 1561 W. Nottingham, NH 03291 . (PA8)

1·900·407·3900

69 - PHONE SERVICES

$2/min .-Must be 18

•
•
•
•
•

CONNECTIONS U.S.A. -Talking Personals, 1·
900-407-39oq$2/minute). Thousands of voice
ads. Dozens of categories. Hot dates and
friends. Phone numbers or Voicemail. Why
settle for less? Meet Americans or Canadians, 1·
800-669-DATE($2/minute + .50 service charge
per call.) Touch-Tone phone required ; have
your VISA/MC ready.
1-900-HOT-GAYS{1-900-468-4297). Get real
names and numbers of men and women who
want to meet you! $1.95 per minute.

Thousands of Voice Ads
Dozens of Categories
Dates and Friends
Phone Numbers OR Voicemail
WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?

@

Gay owned and operated
Customer service
Info: (305) 565-4455

•

Ext:2577

19

117 Spring Street
Portland, Maine

774-9262

We'll j111np

I

thni

loophoes
fur you.
As an enrolledagent with the IRS,I'm mare than familiar with FNery taxlaw.
Includingthelittle known ones that give youand.your business theedge.
We'll work hard foryou. Nights, days, weekends. Whateverit takes ta make
sure you don't pay more than your share. And if you've got a refund coming we can
electranical~ fileyour return so you can get your checkin just 2 to 3weeks.
Call 1(207) 929-6344 todayfor an appointment.

\

\

C&R.Business Consultants

,Join Us Saturday, March 28

.iSABATOS!~-i
I a:oo . o:oo
I
1

II

p.m.

Darshan
A unique mix of accoustic guitar, cello, & vocals,
II

this 3-woman band will blow you away!

D.J. from 10:00 pm- 1 am

Dance!Dance!I $3 Cove,Pance!Dance!

Rita Cote, Accountant
RR#L Box 104A. West Buxton, ME04093

.......

anets
,, Atl~l\TERSE

oF

mea~ skip the salad and we'll take two dollars off.

Dinners: Al dinners come with salad, rolls and butter. If you want a Hghter
-

Fritatla·ltalian s~le omelet with tomatoes, niushrooms, onions, and provo·
lone. Served with pesto and bruschetta. $7.95

Sauteed chkken breast with asian blackbean, garHc and scalHons sauces.
Served with rice andvegetahle. $9.95

Focacc:ia with chopped fresh tomatoes, red onions, and orwe tapennade dress·
ing. $4.95
·

Thai noodles with red curry.sauce and assorted vegetables.
with tofu $7.95, with chicken $8.95

Vegetarian potsticker with tofu, brocco~..bok choy, scallions, garHc and peppers. Served with soy-ginger dressing. ~.95

Pan blackened chicken breast with remoulade served in a flour tortlla. With
rice and vegetables. $8.95

Ouesc11diDa with cheddar and dlantro. Served with blackbean saisa and sour
cream on shredded lettuce. $3.95

Korean-style BBQ porkchops with seared vegetables and rice. Served with
kimchee. 58.95

Ceasar salad with fresh wated parmesan and bruschetta. $3.95.

Steamed vegetables and tofu. Comes with rice and soy-;nger sauce. $7.95.

Southwestern-style fa;ta salad with grilled sirloin, salsa, cheddar, shaved let·
tuce and assorted vegetables. Served with flour tortllas. $5.95

Griletl top sirloin with grilled peppers and onions. With roasted potato spears
and vegetables. $11.9f

Lebanese salad plate with hummus, lentil-rice salad, red onions, chopped tomatoes and pita bread. $4.95

lnl1an·stvle chicken in curry sauce. With chutney, flatbread, rice, and vegeta·
bles. $9.t5
·

Angel hair pasta with pesto cream and sundried tomatoes. Served with fresh
gratetl parmesan and 6ruschetta. $6.95

Roast tur~~ with mashed potatoes, vegetables, gravy, and apple-cranberry
~ompote. SB.95

Pizza:: Crisp sourdough crust with choice of sauce or fresh tomato. $5.95. Ba·
sic pina comes with provolone.cheese. Extras $1
-

me/visa accepted
servin!! dailv - Som - llom -- closed sundavs and mondavs

27 forest avenue - portland - ma i n e - u s a - e ar t h - 207 - 82 8- 0 11 2

